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Abstract 
 

Over many years the housing industry has been criticised concerning its performance 
related to factors such as quality and cost. Together with the challenge of improving its 
capability in meeting individual customers’ needs, by means of effective production, this 
has resulted in a situation where companies look at other industries, such as manufacturing, 
in order to industrialise their products and processes. Swedish housing producers are today 
working towards finding more commonality in products and processes at the same time as 
the ability to deliver customized product and services is maintained or improved. In some 
cases this means an increase in central control of the design work carried out in project 
groups. 
 
This thesis presents a study of the design process for housing at a Swedish property 
developer, JM AB. Interviews have been conducted with three main groups of actors 
(project leaders, architects and sellers) connected to ten housing developments. A survey 
has also been sent out to these individuals as well as to other important actors. The main 
objectives of these investigations were to find out major actors’ attitudes towards the 
increase in central control of the design work, in general terms as well as in relation to 
specific design objects (windows, floor plans, bathrooms and basic structure) for the 
housing projects. 
 
The results show that the trend towards more industrialised processes by more structuring 
and standardising concerning design has had an effect on the design work carried out in 
project groups. There are positive as well as negative aspects, as well as similarities and 
differences in attitudes. These differences can be related to different roles as well as to 
geographical differences. Within this work a triangle has been developed for measuring 
and comparing different actors’ attitudes. The work further shows that adapting a more 
holistic view of the design process, by considering it as part of a firm’s product realisation 
process, could be a base for further developments. 
 
 
 
 
 
Keywords: industrialised housing, design process, central control, quality (customer 
values), cost and lead times 

 



 

 

Sammanfattning 
 

Bostadsbyggandet står idag i fokus för ett flertal olika förbättringsinsatser. Branschen har 
sedan många år kritiserats för brister relaterade till faktorer såsom kvalitet och kostnader. 
Tillsammans med utmaningen att förbättra förmågan att tillfredsställa individuella kunders 
behov, genom en effektiv produktion, har detta resulterat i en situation där företag ser till 
andra branscher, såsom tillverkningsindustrin, för att industrialisera sina produkter och 
processer. Svenska bostadsproducenter arbetar mot att finna fler likheter i produkter och 
tjänster, samtidigt som förmågan att leverera kundanpassade produkter och tjänster behålls 
eller förbättras. I några fall betyder det en ökad centralstyrning av projekteringsarbetet i de 
olika projektgrupperna. 
 
I den här avhandlingen presenteras en studie av projekteringsprocessen för nyproduktion 
av bostäder hos en svensk projektutvecklare, JM AB. Intervjuer har gjorts med tre 
huvudsakliga aktörer (projektledare, arkitekter och säljare) knutna till tio byggprojekt. En 
enkät har också skickats ut till dessa personer samt till andra viktiga aktörer. Det 
huvudsakliga målet med dessa undersökningar var att ta reda på olika aktörers attityder till 
den ökade centralstyrningen av projekteringen, i generella termer och relaterat till olika 
projekteringsval (fönster, planlösningar, badrum och stomme) för dessa byggprojekt. 
 
Resultaten visar att trenden mot mer industrialiserade processer, genom mer strukturering 
och standardisering av projekteringen, har haft en effekt på projekteringsarbetet i 
projektgrupperna. Det finns såväl positiva som negativa aspekter, liksom likheter och 
olikheter i attityder. Dessa olikheter kan relateras till olika roller liksom till geografiska 
skillnader. Inom arbetet har en triangel tagits fram för att kunna mäta och jämföra olika 
attityder. Arbetet visar vidare att ett införande av ett mer holistiskt synsätt på 
projekteringsprocessen, genom att se den som en del av ett företags produktframtagning, 
skulle kunna vara en bas för en vidare utveckling. 
 
 
 
 
 
Nyckelord: industrialiserat husbyggande, projekteringsprocessen, central styrning, kvalitet 
(kundvärde), kostnader och ledtider 
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1. Introduction 
 

1.1  Background 

Over many years the Swedish housing industry has been criticised concerning factors such 
as quality and cost (see SOU 2002:15). This criticism concerns different areas and also the 
early stages of the building process, such as the design process, programming included. 
According to the commission (author to SOU 2002:15) this is the part of the process where 
the possibility to influence is the highest at the same time as less resources and time are put 
on this part of the process. Today the housing industry is further facing challenges similar 
to those in the manufacturing sector. Government interference has, since the 1990s, 
decreased in this sector in Sweden. The actors: customers, housing producers (property 
developers included), lenders, authorities and others are facing a situation where market 
forces exert increased influence. 
 
To secure customers´ needs, within the limitations of the company’s business field, at the 
same time as costs and lead times are reduced, is crucial for a firm in order to reach long-
term success and profitability. Meeting the demands of target customers in an efficient way 
means, among other things, providing customized features in the products and services at 
the same time as production is efficient. Products must be designed to meet individual 
customer demands, and these differ between markets and over time. At the same time there 
has to be standardisation that allows for efficient production (manufacturing and 
assembly). A company delivering products and services for customers with various needs 
and preferences must, in other words, find ways or methods to satisfy those customer needs 
effectively. 
 
Improving the ability to provide varied products by means of effective production can in 
principle be done in several ways and many things have been discussed in Sweden. 
Swedish companies such as JM AB, NCC and Skanska are working towards finding more 
common features in products and processes, at the same time as the ability to deliver 
customized products and services is maintained or improved. This is often expressed in 
terms of adapting a more industrialised view and/or introducing more industrialisation in 
the processes. Creating a small number of general ‘platforms’ is an idea that is used in this 
context. The Swedish government has also been active in this process, most recently by 
appointing a coordinator with the mission of helping firms to improve the construction 
sector. 
 
Within the Swedish construction sector individual construction projects are in focus and 
every project has traditionally its own unique building process to a great extent. As a 
result, combining variation in the product with effective production, i.e., manufacturing 
and assembly, is difficult. That the construction sector has to industrialise by learning from 
other industries, such as the car industry, is put forward as important by several of the 
actors in the sector. Concepts like lean construction are being applied in the construction 
industry today1. ‘Lean’ can in this context be understood as focussing on the needs of the 
customers while avoiding all types of waste.  
 

                                                 
1 The main aspect of lean production was introduced into Swedish manufacturing during the 1970s, through 
collaboration between Japanese and Swedish researchers and Swedish industry. 
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In comparison with general manufacturing industry, housing construction is traditionally 
labour-intensive and quality and productivity depend to a high degree upon the work 
efforts of many individuals involved in a specific project. This, together with other factors, 
has to be considered when comparing this branch with the car industry, for example. 
Organisational matters, such as good management and leadership, securing effective work 
by individuals, are therefore especially important. At the project level this concerns 
employees of the company as well as individuals temporarily attached to a project, such as 
the architect. Sharing goals and working towards a common objective based upon a market 
analysis and the need for efficient production is central to creating residential areas that 
appeal to customers and are therefore also profitable for the company. 
 
In general, the stage at which a decision is made in the building process has a great impact 
on how well the product fits the market, on the lead times needed and on the final cost. 
Decisions concerning the design of the product and its production system, i.e., the process 
that produces the product, must be taken at the right moment in the building process.  
 
In property development the lead time from the acquisition of the land to the moment when 
the houses or the apartments are sold and the customers move in is, in some projects, as 
long as 8 to 10 years. Due to this the financing costs become significant. The ability to 
design residential areas that are appealing to customers in spite of the variations in market 
demand, the economic situation and changes in political decisions is a great challenge for 
Swedish property developers. Important aspects of this are the need to shorten the decision 
processes through systematic processes, rationalization and an increased awareness of what 
determines costs.  
 
The creation of future housing and connected services2, including design decisions about 
this product and its production system, mainly occurs during the design process. One 
aspect of improving the residential development sector then concerns the design process. 
This process can be described and illustrated as well as controlled and structured in many 
different ways. To consider every phase of it as a combination of central control and 
project group control3 together with the need to let the customers or their representatives 
have a direct influence on the design process, is one possible way. At its extreme, central 
control can then be understood as a case where the design process follows a number of pre-
determined requirements and is under strong central control. Explicit demands, with many 
requirements and rules to consider during the design work, are typical for this case. It can 
be understood as strong central control of the work carried out in the project group. The 
extreme of project group control, on the other hand, is when intuition and experience-based 
knowledge play the most important role. Silent knowledge and decentralisation to the 
project groups, as well as the variant of ‘starting from a blank sheet’ belong to this type. It 
can further be considered as a situation where central control is weak or non-existent. 
 
 
 

                                                 
2 Housing and connected services are here considered as a ‘product’. 
3 Project group control is the meaning of the term ‘project control’ further used in this thesis. 
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1.2  Research problem, objectives and limitations 

In view of this background each company needs to choose a strategy with for that 
company, a suitable level of central control in order to work effectively in the design 
process. In the Swedish context of housing this has for some time meant increasing the 
level of central control.  
 
The aim of this thesis is: 

To improve knowledge of the impact of central control in the design process. 
 
The objective is to contribute with a basis for improvements of the design process for 
housing referring to the increased demands of varied products that are produced 
effectively.  
 
The objective is also to stimulate discussion about how increased standardisation and 
structuring of the design work through increased central control, affects ‘how the work is 
carried out’, in the design process.  
 
A development of increased central control then leads to the question of how the actors 
being affected by this type of control experience it and what attitude they have to it. The 
research questions deals with the facts that there might be important factors, revealed by 
the opinions of different actors, that a company needs to pay attention to when developing 
systems that result in an increase of central control.  
 
The research question is: 

– What is the impact of increased central control? 
 
The design process here includes both styling and construction and the focus is on product 
design. In building related terms, the design process includes questions that are handled 
during the phases: conceptual design (programming), systems design and detailed design. 
The design process is further seen as a part of a firm’s product realisation process.  
 
The scope for this thesis has been limited to the design process for new residential housing.  
 
The attitudes of major actors working with developments of new residential housing in JM 
AB, are investigated. Those are the project managers, architects and sellers. The local 
authority is not included4. The consequences of increased central control in general as well 
as for different design objects are investigated. 
 
The relation between central control and the following main aspects are investigated: 
quality and customer value, aesthetics, costs, lead times and commitment to the work.  
 

                                                 
4 A study of external stakeholders and their roles referring to a power/interest matrix is presented in Olander 
and Landin (2005). 
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1.3  Structure of thesis 

This thesis consists of seven chapters and a reference chapter. Chapter 1, Introduction, 
presents the background together with the research problem. 
 
Chapter 2, Research strategy and method, describes the chosen research method for this 
thesis. The chapter deals with how the research was conducted. This includes scientific 
approach, research process and the methods for data collection and analysis. It further 
discusses criteria for trustworthiness (reliability and validity).  
 
Chapter 3, The design process, forms the theoretical framework for the thesis. The chapter 
deals with different models of the design process, including important aspects of this 
process. Central concepts such as product realisation, design, quality and customer values 
are presented. The chosen approach for identifying the balance between central, project, 
and customer control is further described. 
 
Chapter 4, A pilot study, describes the main findings of a case study that was carried out in 
2002. The focus is on how two main groups of actors view the design process. 
 
Chapter 5, Design in reality – A study of four design objects, presents the results from 
interviews conducted in 2006. It presents the views of three main groups of actors (project 
managers, architects and sellers) concerning different aspects of the design process, for 
windows, floor plans, bathrooms and the basic structure (design objects). The different 
aspects are: when the design object was designed, who made the final decision, and how 
aesthetics, customer value and costs are taken into account.  
 
Chapter 6, Central, project and customer control and the roles of different actors, presents 
the results from a survey made in 2006. It presents the views of three main groups of actors 
(project managers, architects and sellers) concerning central, project and customer control 
and the roles of the different groups in the design process. The actors’ attitude to current as 
well as the desired balance for design work, referring to central, project and customer 
control are presented. 
 
Chapter 7, Analysis and conclusions, presents a summary of main findings along with the 
thesis’ conclusions.  
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2. Research strategy and method 
 

2.1  Point of departure and the research process 

As a civil engineer in construction and through further academic studies, I have been 
trained in a technical and scientific manner. My working experience in construction is 
based upon periods in Sweden as well as in France, where I have spent five years in total 
since 1992. I have worked in the pre-production phases, as well as on production sites and 
on reconstruction work as well as on new residential housing. I have been employed since 
1994 in JM AB, a Swedish property developer. During the period 2003 – 2006 I have 
worked on two developments of new single houses in Värmdö (southeast of Stockholm), 
consisting of 52 and 20 units each.  
 
In 1999 I had the opportunity to become an industrial researcher. The scope of the research 
I had had in my mind ever since I graduated from KTH (The Royal Institute of 
Technology) in 1994, but it has changed since then as my knowledge of the research area, 
together with my practical experience, has developed. In 1999 the research project had the 
title ‘Application of innovative, structured design methods within project development’. 
The approach was to apply design methods (Axiomatic Design) to property development in 
new residential housing, in order to improve the design process. As now, the design 
process concerned styling as well as construction, with the main focus on product design. 
In more building-specific terms the design process then included conceptual design and 
systems design (until the floor plans were decided). The phase ‘detailed design’ was not 
included. 
 
For different reason this project did not result in a thesis in 2003 (I had one year of 
maternity leave during the period 1999–2003), as was planned. During this period of 
research three scientific papers were written (see References). The following main 
conclusions can be drawn from this period: 

– More empirical studies of the design process in practise must be done before an 
eventual application can be undertaken. 

– Axiomatic Design means a new way of working and manner of thinking and it can 
be hard to adopt innovations of this kind, if they are not well developed and adapted 
to the governing situation for, for example a project leader. 

 
In 2005 I got the opportunity to make a new start and these conclusions have been taken 
into consideration in the structure of the work. More empirical studies have been done. 
Axiomatic Design is considered as a very systemized and structured way for working with 
design and parallels are drawn with a firm’s central control for the design process.  
Literature concerning design, and especially axiomatic design was studied during the first 
period of research (1999–2003). These have been added to by more recent references 
during the second period of research (2006).  

A simplified description of a research process for an industrial research project is shown in 
figure 2.1. The process is considered as an iterative process, with the following main steps: 
problem definition (research problem), assumptions and choice of research strategy and 
method, data collection, analysis and conclusions and, finally, the thesis. Throughout this 
process relevance for industry is controlled through meetings with representatives from 
industry. These steps and loops of feedback have also been followed for this research 
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project, although the process has been followed twice, during the first period, 1999 – 2003, 
and during this second period in 2006. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.1 – The research process 
 
The research project can be considered as multidisciplinary since methods from social 
science (interviews) are combined with analytic generalisation (survey).  
 

2.2  Data collection 

Data has mainly been collected through interviews and a survey. During the interviews 
documents of the specific building projects were collected. The Instructions of design for 
residential as well as for single houses have also been studied. Through my employment in 
the studied company, discussions with colleagues as well as presentations in the company 
have influenced the work and can also be considered as a kind of unplanned form of data 
collection. 
 
In the interviews and survey, attitudes of different actors are studied. The questions are 
both related to specific design objects5 and to these actors’ more general views. The 
attitudes of architects, project managers and sellers (both external sellers and internal 
sellers employed by the firm are included) are investigated.  

The study conducted in 2006 is here defined as the main study. It consists of three main 
parts: interviews concerning specific projects, a more general survey and questions about 
‘triangles’ related to the roles of different parties. The ‘triangles’ were a part of both the 
interviews and the survey. 
 

                                                 
5 These specific design objects are windows, floor plans, bathrooms and the basic structure. 

Time

Research problem
Assumptions
Research Strategy and Method

Data collection

Analysis
Conclusions

Thesis
Control of industrial relevance  
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The interviews 

Ten housing projects were chosen. Four of these are situated in Stockholm or in the 
Stockholm area. Six are situated in regions outside Stockholm: Gothenburg, Malmö, 
Linköping and Uppsala. Half of the projects are new single family buildings while half are 
new multi-family residential housing. JM AB is the developer in all of the projects. The 
housing projects are further presented in Chapter 5. 

The following factors determined the choice of the housing projects: 

– New housing 

– Both multi-family and single-family dwellings 

– The number of apartments exceeding 30, the number of buildings over approx. 20; 
preferably a part of a larger development.  

– Recently ready for occupation 

– Located in different parts of the country. 

The design objects chosen were windows, floor plans, bathrooms and the basic structure. 
They were chosen in order to cover a span of design questions, from one connected to high 
(direct) customer value, where the desire for central control is therefore low (floor plans) to 
one considered to be unconnected to a high (direct) customer value (basic structure), where 
the desire for central control is therefore high.  
 
The main question for the interviews was: 

– How are four different design objects handled in the design process?  

The views of project managers6, architects and sellers in ten housing projects were studied 
in order to find out the role of central-, project- and customer control. 30 interviews were 
carried out.  
 
As an introduction to the interview, general questions were asked about the housing 
project. The central part of the interview concerned how aesthetics, customer values and 
costs were considered in the design process, as well as who made the decisions. Design 
questions concerning windows, floor plans, bathrooms and structure were included here. 
The complete guide to the interviews is presented in appendix 1. 

                                                 
6 Project leaders and Design leaders. 
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The interviewees were also asked to position each design question on the following figure: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.2 – The design process 
 
 
 
 
The survey 
64 people responded to the survey, 78% of the number of surveys sent out. General 
managers, project managers, sellers (internal sellers included), architects and other 
consultants are represented in the survey. 41 of those who answered work in Stockholm, 
while 23 individuals work in other areas of Sweden: Gothenburg, Malmö, Helsingborg, 
Linköping and Uppsala are represented. In the chapter where the results are presented, the 
focus is the main groups in the case study: project managers, architects and sellers. The 
survey was sent to the people being interviewed as well as to other individuals involved in 
other projects.  

The main question for the survey was: 

– What are the general attitudes to central, project and customer control? 

The survey was divided into the following parts: central control, project control and 
customer control. In each section there were statements made to which the following 
answers were possible: ‘Agree totally’, ‘Agree partly’, ‘Disagree’ and ‘No opinion’. After 
each statement there was also the opportunity to add a comment. The results are presented 
in tables for each statement in chapter 5. A complete copy of the survey is presented in 
appendix 2. 
 
 

Programming Systems 
design

Detailed
design

Construction Moving in

The formal Detail planning
process

Management

Design process
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The ‘triangle’ 

The ‘triangle’ was created as an instrument to describe how the respondents see the current 
situation and what they see as the optimal situation concerning the amount of control for 
each of the three main groups concerning specific issues. Each point in the triangle 
represents a unique combination of the distribution of control. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 2.3 – The ‘triangle’: central, project- and customer control  
 
 
The three dimensions of the triangle are central, project and customer control. In the 
corners of the triangle each type of control reaches its maximum, 100%. The base opposite 
the corner illustrates the minimum, 0%, of that type of control. External consultants, such 
as the architects, are seen a part of the project group. The project group has a strong 
influence on design decisions when project control is high. According to this figure the 
seller is represented in the customer control dimension and is therefore not seen as part of 
the project group.  
 
At 100% central control most matters concerning design are decided at a central level in 
the company. These decisions are illustrated in requirements and supporting documents, 
for example. The project teams need to comply with those. Little or nothing is decided in 
each project group.  
 
At 100% project control, central control is weak. A high proportion of design decisions are 
taken within the project groups. Decisions are mainly based on intuition and individuals’ 
experience. The right ‘instinctive feeling’ is considered to be important. 
 
At 100% customer control, the influence of the end user or their representative (seller or 
internal seller) is strong. By and large everything is decided by means of/after a dialogue 
with the real customer (the end user) or/and their representative (seller or internal seller). 
 
In the interviews, respondents were asked to position design decisions for different design 
objects – windows, floor plans, bathrooms and basic structure – in the triangle. Two 
positions for each design object were chosen referring to the housing project concerned. 
One position was to describe the current situation and the other was to illustrate the desired 

Central control
100%

100% 
Customer control

100% 
Project control

0%

0%

0%
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or ideal position. In the survey, respondents were asked to position the current situation 
and the desired situation in general terms, i.e., not referring to a specific housing project. 
 
The results are based on 30 interviews. The results from the ‘triangles’ in the survey are 
based on 43 answers (in total 64 people responded to the survey). Answers from the three 
principal professional groups in the study are included: project managers, architects and 
sellers. The results from other professional groups have also been used, however, when 
drawing the conclusions (Chapter 7). These results can be received after contact with the 
author.  
 
Nine people in the survey did not mark any positions on the ‘triangle’ (‘Did not answer’ in 
the table below). The total number of answers concerning the triangles given by various 
groups in the survey is detailed below. 
 
 
 
Professionals Answered  Did not answer 

Project managers 16 – Stockholm 
 6 – Other regions 

1 – Stockholm 
2 – Other regions 

Architects  5 – Stockholm 
 3 – Other regions 

2 – Stockholm 
1 – Other regions 

Sellers 10 – Stockholm 
 3 – Other regions 

2 – Stockholm 
1 – Other regions 

Total: 43 9 

 

 

Table 2.1 – The ‘triangles’ in the survey 

 
 
When calculating the mean value presented in the tables for the interviews all answers 
were considered (Chapter 5). The values for the spread in the answers show the distance 
(% units) between the third and the seventh values. 
 
When calculating the mean value in the tables for the survey all answers were considered. 
The values for the spread was calculated in the same way.  
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2.3  Reliability and validity 

A possible way for reaching validity is to use multiple sources of data (Eisenhardt, 1989). 
The main sources of data are here the attitudes of different actors, collected through 
interviews and a survey. Together with the interviews documents concerning the specific 
construction project were collected. By being employed by the studied company, data has 
also been collected through company specific presentations and through formal and 
informal discussions with colleagues. For these reasons the results should reflect the issues 
that the study wants to focus on.  
 
Reliability is reached if the approach, as for example the data collection can be repeated 
and give the same result (Yin, 1994). The data collection could be repeated by following 
the same procedures as undertaken here. The main results would probably be the same if a 
new data collection was made in the nearest future. As the studied company constantly is 
developing its central control, the attitudes would probably vary with time. 
 
The design of the main study, the survey and the questionnaire included, was tested among 
colleagues in the company before conducting interviews and sending out the survey. Some 
adjustments were done. The respondents were guaranteed anonymity. I do not have an 
impression that the fact that I am employed by the company for study has affected the 
answers of the respondents. My impression is that every one answered according to their 
proper opinions. 
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3. The design process 
 

3.1  The concept of design 

3.1.1  General framework 

Product realisation is here defined as the process that covers the design of products as well 
as the processes to produce them.  
 
‘Product realisation includes all the tasks and activities necessary in order to develop 
solutions to a customer need and to realise those. The definition of product realisation 
includes the developments of products as well as the developments of production.’ 
(Vinnova 2005b).  
 
An effective product realisation process is one of the most important areas for research and 
development in order to create growth within the manufacturing sector (Vinnova7). There 
are two main strategic processes related to product realisation: the innovation process and 
the production process.  

                                                 
7 ‘VINNOVA - Verket för innovationssystem (in Swedish) – has as its task supporting sustainable growth 
through the development of effective innovation systems and the financing of research justified by a need.  
(Vinnova, 2005:a) 
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Figure 3.1 – Product realisation (Sohlenius, G., 2005)  
 
 
The innovation process is usually understood as the process including ‘the birth, the 
development and establishment of ideas in the technical-science area’ (Agdur 1996, 
referred to in Fagerström et al., 2001). It can be described as the process focused on 
renewal, while the production process is a more static process where the focus is on 
productivity. Continuous improvements to quality and productivity mainly take place in 
the production process. The innovation process is the process for renewal that results in a 
totally new product or a new model, but the innovation process might also concern major 
changes in the production process. The main objective for the whole process is to deliver 
the product demanded by the customer, with a low cost and a short lead time (a short time 
to market, TTM). 
 
The innovation process can further be understood as the process that is completely under 
central control. It concerns those matters that are not directly connected to a customer 
order and therefore do not need to be adapted to different customers´ needs and 
preferences. It results in defined decisions that have to be taken in the production process, 
i.e., when there is an order. When there is an order the process in housing production can 
be seen as consisting of two different stages: the first is when the housing project is handed 
over to a project group and the second when there is a buyer for each residential unit. 
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The production process starts with an order. There are two groups of decisions that are 
mainly handled in the production process. Some are centrally defined decisions (often 
connected to specific technical solutions) and for some decisions there are alternatives. The 
alternatives are specified centrally in an industrialised process and refer to the need for 
‘local’ adaptations of the product often related to the preferences of individual customers. 
The alternatives are pre- designed in order for the work to be carried out as effectively as 
possible. The choice of the appropriate alternative is made for each order (matters specific 
to the housing project or matters specific for a customer/buyer). 
 
Within property development the borderline between the innovation process and the 
production process is not as distinct as often in manufacturing industries. There are several 
reasons for this, where the main reason can be seen as the fact that every new housing 
project belongs to a larger unique context, mainly in terms of its specific local 
geographical position and local market. The Swedish housing market consists of a number 
of local markets that differ from one another. There is therefore a degree of innovation and 
development in every housing project, as compared to a typical consumer good, for 
example a car. Another difference is the fact that the manufacturing industry has 
factories/plants which constitute large investments which therefore have to be used 
effectively and are very costly to renew. Traditionally construction firms do not have their 
own plants which makes the industry more flexible compared to manufacturing. The 
investments are connected to plants for production to a lesser extent. 
 
An important issue is to decide which specific tasks that should be part of the innovation 
process and which should be part of the production process. If work carried out today in 
the production process were instead handled in the innovation process, more effective 
processes would probably be reached, at least up to a certain level. The main question 
could be seen as finding the right ‘level’, the right balance between the innovation and the 
production process. The development work taking place within companies such as JM AB, 
NCC and Skanska, for example the development of more structured processes for buying 
products, including various components, can be seen as part of the innovation process. 
Another example of development work belonging to the innovation process carried out in 
e.g. JM AB is the work leading towards a more structured and standardised design process.  
 
The balance in ‘size’ between the innovation process and the production process might be 
different for different types of housing. Parallels could be drawn with the three different 
ideal forms for project organisations as presented by Bennet (Koskela, 2000). Those are 
standard, traditional and innovative constructions. Standard construction is based upon 
pre-design and pre-fabrication and is most suitable for small, simple and predictable 
construction projects. Traditional construction is based upon the roles of professional 
craftsmen and is most suitable for medium- or large-scale construction projects with 
moderate challenges, according to the author. Innovative construction suits a problem-
solving organisation and large, uncertain and fast construction projects. This typology 
elucidates the differences in organisation and control between traditional construction, 
construction according to the principal of mass production and innovative construction 
within which the development of a new product is important. 
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Product as well as process design can also be described as shown in figure 3.2. It consists 
of four main parts, the organisation, the decision-making, the models used in decision-
making and the final product in use in its real context. 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.2 – Conceptual models (adapted from Sohlenius, G. Fagerström. J. Kjellberg A., 
2002) 
 
 
The organisation includes individuals or groups of individuals who make – are 
‘responsible for’ in figure 3.2 – design decisions. This part of the figure includes the 
interplay between individuals and groups, and it concerns both the social and the formal 
organisation, where the latter describes the distribution of work, co-ordination and 
management, leadership and goals (Bruzelius & Skärvad, 2000). The idea behind the 
organisation and organised actions is that goals are better met if individuals cooperate 
rather than work independently. The forms for collaboration as well as expertise and 
entrepreneurship belong to this part and play important roles in how goals are defined and 
decisions made in order to reach those goals. 
 
Decision-making according to figure 3.2, can be understood as following a structure 
consisting of what the designer (or design team) wants to achieve, how this could be 
achieved and why this design is important. The answer to the question what can be 
understood as the stated intentions, i.e., the objectives for the design work. The answer to 
the question how can be understood as the solutions the designer (design team) chooses in 
order to fulfil the objectives. The structure on a horizontal level is causal while on the 
vertical level it follows a hierarchical structure, connected to the hierarchical structure of 
products. The importance of having common goals is also justified in design theory. The 
sequence of what, how, why can be seen as the foundation for methods in design theory, in 
Quality Function Deployment (QFD), for example. ‘QFD is a method for structured 
product planning and development that enables a development team to specify clearly the 
customer’s wants and needs, and then to evaluate each proposed product or service 
capability systematically in terms of its impact on meeting those needs.’ (Cohen, 1998). 
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Other examples are described in Product design and development (Eppinger & Ulrich, 
1995) and in The principles of design (Suh, 1990).  
 
A good decision is defined as a decision that gives the intended effect or function of the 
final product in use in its real context. This requires accurate information often presented 
in models of different kinds. These models can be seen as different projections of reality. 
Models are also used for the visualisation of chosen solutions. According to Fagerström & 
Moestam (2001) and their interpretation of Føllesdal et al (1993), a good model is a 
representation of something, where certain characteristics – important for the purpose of 
what the representation is going to be used for – are accentuated, while other 
characteristics are left out. Examples of models are mathematical models, product models, 
process models, 2D drawings and flowcharts.  
 
 

3.1.2  Basic definitions of design 

Design has been defined as the means or the process for dealing with problems concerning 
construction and styling of a product, the method of its production and the use of the final 
product. It concerns three classes of problem: the expected qualities that the future product 
should have, the means that are needed for production, and the objectives and means 
regarding the use of the final product (Lundequist, 1995). An addition to these aspects 
could be expressed as finding alternatives that can deliver these expected qualities (in the 
future product). According to Lundequist the work carried out when designing concerns 
problem solving and problem handling, where the latter is considered as the most 
important. The problems raised in design are handled through experiments in a model of 
the design object showing the building and its closest surroundings.  
 
The design process can further be divided into conceptual design, systems design and 
detailed design. During conceptual design, the fundamental ideas are developed, tested and 
gained approval for. This results in a Design Proposal. During systems design the main 
characteristics and systems solutions are defined and this phase results in Preliminary or 
Main design. In the third phase, the product is finally specified and this phase results in 
Detailed design. 
 
According to Lundequist (1995), there are four interlacing and overlapping phases 
included in design, namely 1. artistic processes, 2. information-carrying processes, 3. 
negotiation- and decision-making processes, and 4. processes concerning problem-solving 
and problem- handling. Furthermore, the design process can be seen as the transformation 
of the customer’s expression of needs and expectations and the designer’s perception of a 
problem in terms of a design object, which has to be a solution that the customer finds 
satisfactory. 
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Figure 3.3 – The design process (Suh 1990) 
 
 
According to Suh (1990), Wilson (1980) points out that more effective synthesis requires 
enhanced creativity, more powerful analysis and an improved decision base for the design. 
 
One conclusion that can be drawn studying different authors’ view on the design 
process/design work is that it always includes iterations. These iterations can be analyzed 
in various ways. They can be understood as if the process is oscillating between the 
handling of problems and solutions of problems (Lundequist, 1995) or as if objectives, 
constraints and solutions are dealt with simultaneously (see Suh, 1990). According to Pugh 
(1997) more systematic working methods minimize unnecessary iterations.  
 

3.1.3  Quality and customer values 

A central aspect of the design process is quality. It can be defined in different ways and is 
often connected to how well the characteristics of a product satisfy various needs, where 
the needs of the customers often are considered as the most important. If those needs are 
met or surpassed, high customer values are reached. Quality can therefore be understood as 
strictly connected to high customer values. Quality can be defined as: 
 
‘The degree to which a set of inherent characteristics fulfils requirements.’ (ISO 
9000:2005) 
 
In this definition ‘the term ‘quality’ can be used with adjectives such as poor good or 
excellent. ‘Inherent’ as opposed to ‘assigned’, means existing in something, especially as a 
permanent characteristic.’ According to ISO 9000:2005, a characteristic can further be 
either qualitative or quantitative. 
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Another definition is the following: ‘All the characteristics of an object, taken together, or 
a phenomenon which are able to satisfy expressed and unexpressed needs.’ (JM, 2006a) 
 
 
Design in housing development deals with measurable (quantitative) as well as non-
measurable (qualitative) qualities. The first category can be defined as everything that can 
be clearly defined, measured and quantified (Nylander, 1998), for example length and 
width. This category can be understood as emanating from the object. The non-measurable 
values, on the other hand, emanate from the observer and are closely connected to his/her 
perception of the object. Aesthetic and social values belong to the group of non-measurable 
values. According to Nylander, the non-measurable values concern qualitative, aesthetic 
and symbolic qualities important for how a home is experienced and felt. They can be 
considered unique to the observer and therefore need to be evaluated by the observer 
(customer). Nylander has defined seven different properties essential to the overall quality 
of a home. Those are Materials and Detailing, Axiality, Enclosure, Movement, Spatial 
Form, Light and Spatial Organisation.  
 
According to Lundequist (2000), aesthetics in housing is a quality issue. A building’s 
aesthetic qualities must further be derived from its technical and functional characteristics, 
according to the author. Since every new building is an addition to an already existing 
stock of buildings the requirement for this new building is that it should make a positive 
contribution to ‘the whole’. Lundequist claims that there is a division of labor between 
systems thinking and aesthetics, where systems thinking coordinates the technical and 
functional factors in systems (‘wholes’) and the aesthetic thinking creates ‘figures’, i.e., 
wholes. A simplified understanding can be described as though the ability to see housing 
as a whole is important for technical, functional factors as well as for aesthetics. The 
author discusses three orders of qualities: the objective, the subjective and those that are 
the foundations for values, referring to the philosopher Konrad Marc-Wogau. Objective 
qualities are defined as qualities of things, observed or not: objectively measurable 
qualities like length, width, weight, price, etc. Subjective qualities are those recognized by 
the five senses: sight, hearing, taste, smell, touch. The third category depends on our values 
and can only be established through a discussion of questions of value. The author points to 
the importance of separating how an object is seen and valued from the nature of the 
object. Objective and subjective qualities must be derived from their technical functions. 
Aesthetics in architecture concern further what is understandable, clear and therefore 
useful, according to Lundequist (2000). The responsibility for dealing with this kind of 
aesthetic lies with all of the actors in the building process. The author recommends 
aesthetic coordination, which can be understood as common routines for the design work 
in a project group  
 
The need for adaptation and dialogue with the individual8 concerned (e.g. the household 
that is going to live in the house) then seems to be more important for subjective qualities 
(non-measurable), since they are harder to identify and define than the objective qualities 
(measurable). Technical functionality and robustness, on the other hand, can be considered 
as the most important of the objective qualities. This can also be understood as though the 
relationship between the solution/product/design object and the customer differs. It can be 
described as purely technical (no emotional effect, as long as the function is the expected, 
or better than the expected), purely emotional (the right emotional effect, as long as the 
emotional effect is the expected, or better than the expected) or both technical and 
emotional (solution with a function and an emotional effect). An example of a purely 
                                                 
8 Customer/end user or its representative (seller or interior seller) according to the main study. 
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technical solution is the basic structure of the building. Colour is an example of a purely 
emotional solution, while windows can be considered as belonging to the last group of 
solutions, having both technical and emotional dimensions. A window is a part of the 
external shield of a house, should be easy to maintain and to open, but also plays an 
important role when considering light and the view from the building. 
 
Following this reasoning it seems as though the level of standardisation in design solutions 
could be higher for technical functionality (measurables) than for subjective qualities when 
striving to find more efficient processes while, at the same time maintaining or improving 
the ability to deliver customized products and services. 
 
One way of describing the relationship, taken from a study of the car industry, is presented 
in figure 3.4. The figure illustrates a development framework including sources of and 
embodiment of product variety for the developments of platform-based products with a 
high degree of variety (Claesson, 2006). In this industry, using a platform approach to 
achieve economies of scale has been a commonly adopted approach for some time. The car 
industry strives to minimize costs in order to be competitive and profitable. Economies of 
scale from a high volume of common parts is an approach to minimize product cost.  
 
The variable influence factors in figure 3.4 are those factors that provide the sources of 
required variety (Claesson, 2006). The sources of variety are connected to meeting 
individual customer’s various needs. According to the author, in the car industry there is a 
‘constantly increasing challenge of utilizing common design solutions and parts, while at 
the same time broadening the customer offer in order to meet more and more individual 
customer needs.’  
 
It is proposed, among other things, that the variable influence factors in Figure 3.4 below 
are separated from technical functionality requirements (measurable qualities) and tastes, 
etc (non-measurable qualities) when adapted to housing.  
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Figure 3.4 – Development framework with sources of and embodiment of product variety. 
(Claesson, 2006) 
 

3.1.4  Development of design theory 

Since the 1960s modern design theory has passed through three definable development 
phases or generations (Lundequist, 1995, Lundequist, 1998, Estlander, 1997). 
 
The first phase is recognized as a system view of design (Archer in Cross, 1984 referred to 
in Lundequist, 1992), in which the view is that the whole idea of design should be to adapt 
the product to its future surroundings (Cross, 1984 referred to in Lundequist, 1992). 
Systematic problem-solving, where the design process is based upon repeated cycles of 
analysis, synthesis and evaluation until the optimal solution, the so-called ASUB model, 
was developed during this phase. Lundequist mentions two important books for this 
period: Design Methods – Seeds of Human Futures (Jones, 1970) and Notes on the 
Synthesis of Form (Alexander, 1964). During this period there was a desire to organise the 
design process rationally in order to create a space for the creative/constructive moments 
of the work. These demands on rationality and a logical structure arose above all from the 
need to find forms for collaboration between the different professions taking part in a 
design project and through these to exclude sources of errors at the same time as space was 
made for the creative parts of the work (Rosell, 1990, Cross, 1984, Jones in Cross, 1984 
referred to in Lundequist, 1998). What distinguished the first generation was consequently 
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the belief in systematic methods based on mathematical-logical based theories, the belief in 
the objective, scientifically trained design expert and the belief in ASUB models 
(Lundequist, 1998).  
 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.5 – The design process according to the ASUB model (Lundequist, 1995) 
 

 
The second phase concentrated on the interaction between product determination and 
views of users, complemented with empirical studies. The second phase took place during 
the 1970s. These empirical studies showed that the design process unlike the ASUB model 
does not begin with an unbiased analysis, but with the creation of propositions of solutions, 
which can be considered a way to rebuild knowledge around the design problem (Cross, 
1984, referred to in Lundequist, 1998). The ASUB model was not totally repudiated, but it 
was developed, since it was shown giving a too-simple picture of what really takes place 
during the design work. Planning with the users became a central concept, where the 
designer was considered as a pedagogue having the capability of liberating the ideas and 
the demands of the users, instead of being an objective expert. But because of the more 
long-term perspective of the designer and the short-term perspective of the users, it was 
shown that the participation of the users does not automatically lead to a higher level of 
quality in the final product. This because the user does not have sufficient knowledge 
about technical and economic conditions in the long term (Broadbent in Cross, 1984, Ehn, 
1988, Cross, 1984, referred to in Lundequist, 1998).  
 
Rittel and Webber, considered design was above all, handling of conflicts of values (Rittel 
abd Webber in Cross, 1984, Cross, 1984, referred to in Lundequist, 1992). This also falls 
within the second phase of the design theory. They considered that a design problem needs 
to be considered as a problem without defined objectives or clear criteria for if the 
objective is reached, i.e., as a problem where the connection between objectives and means 
is unclear. Since the understanding of the problem, according to the authors, is developed 
from the attempts to solve it, design needs to be seen as a negotiation process under which 
reasons for and against are vying against each other. This occurs in order for a shared 
understanding of the solutions to the problem to be developed among the participants in the 
process. The idea that the design process needs to be organised around rational 
conversation (according to the political scientist Evert Vedung) was developed during this 
period. This conversation is considered as the whole of negotiations where involved actors 
meet to consider the pros and cons on the eve of decisions about design and realisation of a 
project (Vedung, 1977, referred to in Lundequist, 1992). 
 
Empirical studies of architectural work performed by Jane Darke showed that an architect 
needs to delimit central idea early, a project’s point of departure, in order to be able to 
reduce the number of solutions to something intellectually manageable (Darke in Cross, 
1984, Cross, 1984, Hillier in Cross, 1984, referred to in Lundequist, 1998). 
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Bryan Lawson, architect and psychologist, compared different groups manners in which 
problems were solved. He found out that individuals with a scientific education have a 
tendency to be problem oriented, by wanting to find the rule by which a problem can be 
solved. People with an education in design, on the other hand, tend to be solution-oriented. 
It means that they solve the design problem by developing various alternative propositions 
of solutions, in order to find out what the problem really consists of (Lawson, 1980). 
 
The design work was considered as a dialectic process where a design hypothesis is played 
against criteria on good solutions, where the hypothesis and the criteria are gradually 
altered and précised in interaction with each other. This can be considered as interplay 
between carrying ideas and modifying factors for the design project. The fundamental idea 
can be expressed as if problem handling is an incremental process in the direction towards 
a distant, vaguely formulated objective, where the ideas of the actors concerned about the 
future product and what it stands for are decisive for the form, function, structure and cost 
of the future product. The opinion was that the carrying ideas are developed and that 
decisions are not taken at isolated occasions on a basis for decisions, but are negotiated. 
The carrying idea is seen as a whole which gradually is changed when solutions of parts of 
the problem are developed and sometimes the modifying factors force to a total 
reconsideration (Rapoport, 1969, Danielsson and Malmber, 1979 referred to in Lundequist, 
1998). 
 
Central ideas are primary and concern overall ethical, aesthetic, social, economic and 
political issues, while the modifying factors are secondary and consist of economic, 
technical or legal obstacles, or a lack in expertise, technology or demand. Raised 
modifying factors during a project should be identified and analyzed (Lundequist, 1998). 
 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.6 – Central ideas and modifying factors (Lundequist, 1995) 
 
 
A central idea is developed in three phases: conception, anchorage and consolidation. In 
the first phase a conception of what one wants to make is created. During the next phase 
the conception is studied in the project group and by those concerned, in order for it to be 
tightened up and made distinctive through simplification and isolation during the phase of 
consolidation (Lundequist and Ullmark in Törnqvist & Ullmark, 1993 referred to in 
Lundequist, 1998). 
 
Epistemological studies concerning silent knowledge and contextual connections began at 
the end of the 1970s and characterized the third phase in the 1980s. The thinking and the 
expertise of the designer became essential, where design thinking was considered a natural 
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part of human intellectual activity. That design concerned problem-solving was paid less 
attention (Lundequist, 1998). 
 
According to March, a sketch proposal typically initiates new forms and is therefore not 
derived from given prerequisites (Lundequist, 1998). He dissociated himself from earlier 
drawn analogies between the design process and the scientific process. He proposed a 
separation of the design process into three stages: the creation of something new through 
abduction, the formulation of predictions concerning how the final product is supposed to 
function through deduction and the search for knowledge concerning individuals’ set of 
values, notions and behavioural patterns through induction.  
 
The design process mainly consists of a dialogue between the designer and the design 
situation (Schön, 1983, referred to in Lundequist, 1998). Design work is further seen as an 
interaction between technical–rational thinking and intuitive, experience- based and 
creative thinking, where the designer is supposed to master both of these forms of thinking.  
 
During the 1980s a transition to using developments in IT – support for handling 
databases, modelling and communication, took place. This can be seen as though design 
theory passed on to a fourth development phase, where developing formal concept models, 
also called conceptual modelling, became essential (Estlander, 1997). 
 
In parallel to this, axiomatic-based design has been developed since the 1980s. This can be 
considered as the fifth phase in the development of design theory (Estlander, 1997). 
According to the author the history of science and the technology is closely connected to 
the development of axioms. He points out further that without axiomatic-based principles, 
the analytic process becomes inoperable and the creative process becomes reduced to 
empiricism and an ad hoc mentality, where imitations, analogies, extrapolation and sub 
optimisation form its basis (Estlander, 1997, Suh, 1990).  
 

3.1.5  The building process  

The housing development process can be described in different ways, for example it can be 
divided into three main parts: product design, production and product use, or subdivided 
further into the following nine processes (adapted from JM, 2004): 

– Acquisition of land or property 

– Conceptual design  

– Planning 

– Systems design and Detailed design  

– Financing Feedback 

– Sales  

– Production 

– Occupancy 

– Management. 
 
Product design is mainly dealt with during the Conceptual design, Planning, Systems 
design and Detailed design phases. These processes are passed through in a continuously 
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flow in property development. The next process after management is Acquisition of 
property. A feedback loop from later to earlier processes illustrates the striving for 
continuous improvements. 
 
In the industry a common model used is a linear description with time on the horizontal 
axis. An example is shown below. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.7 – A linear description of the building process (adapted from JM 2006b) 
 
 

3.2  Three models of the design process 

3.2.1  Introduction 

The design process can be structured in very different ways. In one extreme case, as 
mentioned in the introduction, intuition and experience-based knowledge play the most 
important role. Another extreme case is based on centralised rules with a number of pre- 
determined requirements. The first extreme can be understood as a case where central 
control of the work carried out in the project group is non-existent or weak. The second 
extreme is a case where central control is strong. 
 
Everyone that has influence on the design can be considered as part of a design group. In a 
housing project this wider group consists of, for example, the developer (project managers, 
sellers, etc), the municipal planner, contractors, technical consultants and, of course, the 
architect.  
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3.2.2  Axiomatic design – an interpretation 

Axiomatic Design (AD) provides a logical structure for design work. It provides a 
framework that guides the designer (design team) through the design processes, enabling 
the tracking of previous design decisions. The thought process (decision process) is 
systemized by the use of four domains (Suh, 2001).  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.8 – The logic of domains (based on Suh, 2001) 

 
(1) The customer domain expresses the needs of the customer.  
(2) The functional domain expresses the desired functions of the design object.  
(3) The physical domain expresses the physical characteristics of the design object.  
(4) The process domain expresses how to achieve or produce the design object.  
 

The domains are in focus for a hierarchical decomposition, until the desired level of detail 
has been achieved (Suh, 2001). The decomposition and creation of decision trees is made 
by ‘zig-zagging’ between domains. The designer works from what to how and back to a 
lower hierarchical level in the development of the decision tree for the sought-after 
solution. 

In contrast to other design methods Axiomatic Design decisions are based upon axioms. 
The axioms help assure that the design object fits the intentions for the design work, i.e., 
the functional requirements9. The axioms are also the criteria for the selection between 
alternatives by ensuring that the solution connected to the highest probability of success, 
i.e., with least information content, is chosen. The decision process is also systemized by 
the use of basic theorems and corollaries. 
Ax. 1 (The independence axiom): Maintain the independence of FRs.  
Ax. 2 (The information axiom): Minimize the information content of the design (Suh, 
1990). 
 
The axioms can also be stated as follows (Sohlenius G., Fagerström, J., Kjellberg, A, 
2002): 
Ax. 1: A design maintaining the independence of functions is superior to coupled designs. 
                                                 
9 Functional requirements (FRs) are defined as the least number of independent requirements that describe 
the desired function of the sought-after solution in best way. 
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Ax. 2: A design with a higher probability of meeting the functional requirements within 
specified tolerances is superior. 
 
A design is subject to certain constraints. Suh (2001) mentions two kinds of constraints: 
input constraints, which are specific to the overall design, and system constraints, which 
are specific to a given design and are a result of previous design decisions made 
(previously defined Functional requirements (FRs) and Design Parameters (DPs) at a 
higher level in the decision trees).  
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 3.9 – Logic of domains and constraints (based on Nordlund, 1996) 

The intentions/objectives for the design are determined when the FRs are formulated with 
target values and tolerances, based upon the needs in the customer domain shown in figure 
3.9. This is followed by the creation of trees of FRs and solutions (DPs) in parallel through 
‘zig-zagging’ between domains (see figures 3.8 and 3.9).  
 
A design can either be uncoupled, decoupled or coupled. In an uncoupled design every FR 
is met by only one DP (functional independence) and the design can be solved in any 
sequence. Iterations are therefore avoided, which simplifies the realisation and use of the 
product. In a decoupled design some of the FRs are met by more than one DP, and the 
design therefore needs to be solved following a certain sequence. Otherwise optimisation 
and iterations result. A coupled design cannot be solved without optimisation and iterations 
and should therefore be avoided. To find out to which of these groups the current design 
belongs to, mathematical matrixes are used. 
 
The relationship between domains, together with these axioms and complemented by 
principles derived from the design method Robust Design, form the basis for 5 proposed 
decision criteria, which have been shown to have validity in the innovation process (see 
figure 2.1). Criteria 1, 2 and 3 are connected to quality, while criteria 4 and 5 are connected 
to productivity (Sohlenius G., Fagerström, J., Kjellberg, A, 2002). 
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1. (Functionality) Axiom 1: Functional independence. 

2. (Certainty) Axiom 2: Maximum probability of success. 

3. (Robustness) Minimal variance sensitiveness - Robust design. 

4. (Effort) Minimal cost. 

5. (Access) Minimal time.  

According to this, the Principal Decision Process can be described as follows: 

1. Define the desired intentions/objectives for the work using the minimum number of 
independent requirements (FRs), based on the needs of the customer(s). Define the 
requirements with tolerances. 

2. Create alternatives (DPs). 

3. For every requirement (FR), choose that alternative (DP) which best meets every 
corresponding requirement. This is that alternative which, in the most robust way, 
falls within the tolerances of the corresponding requirements. 

4. If there is more than one alternative (DP) left after the previous step, choose the one 
involving the least use of resources (connected to the least cost and the least time). 
The priority between cost and time depends on the market situation and the 
uniqueness of the product.  

Quality is then achieved when defined intentions/objectives (FRs) are met within 
tolerances with the highest probability of success. Lowering costs and shortening lead 
times means that, when choosing alternatives, the designer has the same probability of 
success in choosing the one with the least use of resources, i.e., the alternative requiring 
the least costs or the least time (or a combination of these). 
 
According to Axiomatic Design, FRs must be expressed with tolerances in order for the 
designer to be able to choose the DP that fulfils the stated FR in the most robust way. The 
results from market analysis for capturing the needs of customers are often hard to translate 
directly into functional requirements with tolerances. The House of Quality is a method for 
doing this (Clausing, 1994). Purely technical products (or parts of products) with a 
technical function connected to no emotional effect, as long as the technical function is the 
expected, are easier to define with a tolerance than purely emotional and functional and 
emotional products (or parts of products). This can be understood as though purely 
technical products (or parts of products) are well designed following the system described 
above (based on AD), in order to minimize iterations and find robust solutions connected 
to low costs and short lead times. 
 
Since purely emotional product features (for example, colour) and functional and 
emotional products (for example, windows) seem to be harder to design using this logic, 
since it is hard to define emotional products in terms of functional requirements with 
tolerances. This problem remains to study. 
 
Axioms, corollaries and theorems can be applied to several types of problems, such as 
technical constructions (Suh, 1990, Mårtensson, 2006), systems for design automation 
(Ullah, 2005), systems for organisational developments, such as business plans (Nordlund, 
1996, Werneman et al, 2000), or as a part of a framework for a product platform (Claesson, 
A., 2006). This framework for a product platform is described in section 3.1.3. 
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Axiomatic design–theoretical practices are moving further into the age of design 
automation, according to Ullah (2005). According to that author, various machine 
intelligence techniques capable of computing qualitative information (f-granular 
information) rather than numbers (numerical or semi numerical information) will then be 
needed. These techniques are capable of capturing imprecise or linguistic information 
(such as the intuition of individuals). At its extreme this could be understood as a ‘design 
machine’ where requirements are typed into the machine, which then proposes a solution. 
The work of designers is then in the construction of the programs that find the optimal 
solution. This could be considered as a way to create a base for individual customer 
adaptation in the production process, according to figure 3.1. It could also be considered as 
an extreme form of central control, where the task of the project group is then limited to 
typing requirements and ideas about the future housing project into the data system, which 
then comes up with a solution. 
 

3.2.3  Design as based on experience and intuition 

Design as based on experience and intuition can be understood as a design process where 
the project group work without any company-specific rules or routines to consider. Support 
from the company for the design work is non-existent or slight.10 How well the design 
work is carried out is closely connected to the expertise of individuals, their professional 
networks and their ability to create a well-functioning team.  
 
According to Bruzelius & Skärvad (2000), a group is ‘two or more of mutually depending 
individuals influencing each other in a social interplay’. A team is defined as a group, but 
is different from the group as the team has an objective for its activity.  
 
‘While the group is a meeting spot for different individuals, the team is united through a 
task or a movement in a certain direction.’ (Bruzelius & Skärvad, 2000). 
 
The expertise of an individual can be defined as being constituted of the following parts 
(Axelsson & Wästfelt, 2000): 

Knowledge, skills attained through information (often through formal education).  

Profiency,  the physical and intellectual skills to accomplish results.   

Experience, attained through learning from one’s own mistakes and successes. 

Will and ambition, the opinion/understanding of what feels right and stimulating. 

Relationship and networking ability, the ability to and interest in, building and maintaining 
relationships.  
 
Expertise can be defined as ‘an ability to act in a skilled way with proper actions at the 
right time’ (Kjellberg, A., 1999). 
 
There are at least two subtypes of ‘design as based on experience and intuition’. The first 
one can be described as a design process where the project group has a known successful 
project as a point of reference, in which they do only marginal adjustments to suit the 
current situation. The risk when using this method is that circumstances specific for the 
current project are missed and design solutions that might not suit the current project are 

                                                 
10 This can be understood as though central control of the design work in the project group is weak or absent.  
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taken over. Good solutions in one project become bad ones in another. The other subtype 
can be understood as a design process where the project group starts with ‘a blank sheet’ 
each time. One risk in this type of design process is that good solutions are ‘forgotten’ and 
the accumulated knowledge is not used in the best way.   
 

3.2.4  Design based on customer choice 

In housing developments, the customers’ influence in the design process mainly concerns 
the choice between pre-designed alternatives, concerning their future flat or house. A 
customer can also choose not to do any adaptation at all. The alternatives mainly concern 
interior fittings, wall surfaces, equipment and furnishing, etc. Some change to the floor 
plans is often possible, often in order to make more rooms. The individual customers 
seldom have influence in the real design process where the original design for a housing 
project is developed. The seller (interior seller included), on the other hand, often has an 
influence on the original design, but his/her influence mainly concerns the creation of pre-
designed alternatives. 
 
The extreme case here is where the customer ‘starts from scratch’ and tells the builder how 
to build the house. In reality in the housing industry in general, there is a scale from this 
situation to a situation where there is a ready-made product that the customer says yes or 
no to. 
 
 

3.3  Application to the research problem 

The design process in general, as well as for new residential housing, can be illustrated in 
many different ways as shown in earlier sections in this chapter. Increasing central control 
of the work carried out in this design process in a firm often results in new ways of 
working for the actors concerned. When adopting new ways of working there might be 
conflicts and controversies about its implementation among these actors, which can have a 
negative impact on their commitment to the work. In order for these new ways of working 
to be accepted by the actors concerned their attitude towards it needs to be positive. A 
parallel could be drawn with the work carried out by Olander and Landin (2005). Different 
opinions can create tensions and have negative effects on a construction project. With 
reference to Mendelow (1981), Johnson and Scholes (1999), Olander and Landin (2005) 
use a power/interest matrix: ‘By grouping stakeholders in the power/interest matrix, project 
management can produce a better picture of how communication and relationships 
between stakeholders has affected the project and its implementation.’ The authors further 
point out the importance of the management in managing different stakeholders’11 
demands through good communication.  
 
As stated in the introduction, a company delivering products and services for different 
customers with various needs and preferences needs to find ways or methods to satisfy 
those customers’ needs effectively. This could be done by finding the right balance 
between what should be centrally controlled and what should not. This can also be 

                                                 
11 A project stakeholder is understood as ‘a person or group who has a vested interest in the success of a 
project and the environment within which the project operates. The implication is that a stakeholder is any 
individual or group with the power to be a threat or a benefit.’ (Mc Elroy B, Mills C, 2000 and Gibson K, 
2000 according to Olander & Landin, 2005). 
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understood as finding the right balance between central control and project control. 
Another important aspect is the need to allow the customers or their representatives to have 
direct influence on the design process. These three factors – central, project and customer 
control – can also be understood as three extremes of work in the design process at the 
same time as this work is often a combination of these three extremes. A triangle with the 
extremes central, project, and customer control has been developed and is used in the 
interviews and the survey. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 3.10 – The ‘triangle’ 
 
 
In relation to theory, strong central control can be referred to a situation where there are 
many centrally defined requirements, constraints and demands on solutions to choose, for 
the project group (section 3.3.2). An extreme form of central control can be referred to 
design automation, as described in 3.3.2 (Ullah, 2005). Strong project control is described 
in section 3.3.3, while strong customer control is described in section 3.3.4. A parallel 
could be drawn between the ‘triangle’ and figure 3.1 where the innovation process is 
controlled by central control and the production process is more controlled by the project 
group, but developed by central control. 
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4. A pilot study 
 

4.1  Introduction 

This section presents the results from interviews that formed part of a case study conducted 
in 2002. The results are presented briefly and are in many cases simplified. Not all aspects 
are considered, for example how laws, regulations and other governing factors (general as 
well as specific to the housing development projects in the study) influence the process and 
the actors’ leeway for decision – making. The important role of the planning authority as 
well as economic issues – financing and how prices are set, for example – are also 
excluded. The focus is instead on those aspects related to the design and decision 
procedures that were developed further in the main study, presented in Chapters 5–6. 
 

4.2  Main findings 

The interviewees describe the process as an iterative process, where the internal and the 
external design of the building should be dealt with in parallel and where decisions are  
mainly taken by making choices between different alternatives. The opinion that 
individuals mainly refer to their own experience and knowledge when working in the 
process, including sketching and creating as well as discussing alternatives and making 
choices, permeates the study12. The opinion that negotiation and discussion are important 
parts of this process is found in the answers both from the project managers (working for 
one developer) and from the architects.  
 
Stimulating a creative climate is considered as important both from the architects’ point of 
view as well as from the view of the project managers. According to project managers this 
was considered as important in relation to the jointly expressed need for a supportive 
system for the design work. According to the architects this was important mainly at the 
stage of the creation of the first sketches. Too many guiding principles during that phase 
could impede creativity. Other factors put forward during the process by interviewees as 
important were commitment to the work and expertise. 
 
Those individuals concerned with the determination of the detailed development plan are 
often not the same ones as those involved in the period afterwards. According to the 
interviewees, this concerns the developer as well as the architectural firms. Some of the 
interviewees consider this as a problem, since a lot of time has to be spent on trying to 
create a good product within the form of a plan that is not seen as being optimal.  
 
The most difficult thing during the process, according to the architects, is to create a 
suitable form for the building at the same time as good flats are created. This is also the 
part of the process where the expertise of the architect is put to the test. The dialogue with 
the developer was underlined as important. 
 

                                                 
12 Sketching and the creation of alternatives is mainly the role of the architect. 
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The most difficult thing, during the process, according to the project managers, is to find 
the right balance between customer values and costs. This permeates many parts of the 
process.  
 
The fact that the detailed plan is often decided before the apartments have been thoroughly 
studied makes its determination one of the hardest parts of the process, according to the 
project managers.  
 
Architectural values are strictly related to how the housing area is experienced and 
therefore to its attractiveness, according to the architects. Since those values are unable to 
be measured they are harder to defend in the discussions on the proposals, according to this 
group. 
 
In view of the architects the process consists of a continuous oscillation between 
considering the design as a whole and in detail, where the effect of a changed detail always 
has to be considered from an overall point of view. The project managers often have 
difficulties in understanding this, which sometimes leads to an unnecessary decrease in 
attractiveness, according to the architects.  
 
Both groups claim that the inner and outer design should be designed in parallel during the 
process. That the architects regard the façades as more important than the apartments is an 
opinion that permeates the answers from the project managers. As a direct consequence, 
according to the project managers, the apartments tend not to be as good as would have 
been possible if the façade and the internal layout had evolved in parallel. This was seen as 
a problem, since the apartments, according to some project managers, are of most 
importance to the customer and therefore connected to higher customer values.  
 
Concerning customer value, the architects pointed to the importance of creating housing 
that fits all kinds of people. Letting architectural cornerstones and functions permeate the 
process were considered important. The majority of project managers pointed to the 
importance of examining who the future customer for a specific project would be. In some 
cases this could be expressed as a certain group of people, for example families, while in 
other projects it was described as better to attract as broad a group of people as possible. In 
general, letting the needs of the customer permeate the process was mentioned as 
important. 
 

4.3  Illustrations of the process 

Architects and the developer (represented by project managers) describe the process as an 
iterative process, but the descriptions are slightly different. 

From the perspective of the developer the studied process can be described as in figure 4.1, 
where the developer delivers the program description – the intentions – to the architect in 
order to form the basis for the architect’s sketch work. These intentions include customer 
and other requirements together with constraints that the developer holds to be important 
for a specific project. 
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Figure 4.1. –- An illustration of project managers’ view of the process.  

 
The architect makes a proposal, which after several loops of feedback and refinements 
leads to, inter alia, an agreed final distribution of apartments, i.e., a defined planning of 
apartments. These loops can be seen as being the main focus in figure 4.2, which was 
developed during the interviews with the architects. 
 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 4.2 – An illustration of architects’ view of the process  

 

According to the project managers, architects have a tendency to create a draft that meets 
the stated intentions poorly. According to the architects they take this program description 
into consideration, but they do not follow it strictly, especially in the creation of the first 
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drafts. One expressed reason for this was that if the guidelines to consider are too 
numerous, creativity is impeded.  
 

4.4  Objectives 

Architectural cornerstones together with functions were seen as the most important 
guidelines for the architects. They especially strive to protect these throughout the process 
since, according to them, these can be seen as the foundations for making a housing area 
attractive. 

The main concern for the project managers can be seen as wanting to create dwellings that 
appeal to customers at the same time as buildings that can be effectively produced, in order 
to obtain a profitable project. The main intentions from the perspective of the developer 
are, as mentioned earlier, included in the program description.  

A common view among the project managers is that collaboration is good but that there is 
a need for management in order to maintain the project’s direction towards the objective 
(see figure 4.3).  

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
Figure 4.3 – An illustration of project managers’ view concerning collaboration during the 
process. 

 
This can be understood to mean that the objective is not shared among the actors 
throughout the process. Another explanation for the figure above could be that interests 
vary: the main goal is shared among the actors, but this goal is interpreted differently. The 
main goal could then be expressed in very general terms as wanting to create an attractive 
housing area. With reference to this objective, and the paragraphs above, both the architect 
and the developer include the end-user in their work. But opinion concerning how the 
design work should be carried out and which factors that are the most important to 
consider in order to achieve high customer values and attractive housing seem to vary.  
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4.5  Analysis and conclusions 

As can be seen in the results from the interviews, the process is described as an iterative 
process where solutions are proposed and discussed, from a general level of sketches until 
the final planning of apartments is set, i.e., to where the phase of system design is finished. 
These iterations can be analyzed in different ways. They can be understood as if the 
process is oscillating between the handling of problems and solutions of problems 
(Lundequist 1995) or as if objectives, constraints and solutions are dealt with 
simultaneously (see Axiomatic Design, Suh 1990). The iterations can also be understood as 
an illustration of how the knowledge of the housing project increases among the actors 
throughout the process. Iterations seem to be a normal part of the design process during 
these phases. A more systematic approach would probably make the process more 
effective by ensuring a concentration on those iterations that are necessary.  
 
The interviews point out that the two occupational groups (project managers and 
architects) are both interested in creating housing that appeals to customers, but since their 
roles and interests vary there are tensions in different directions. Project managers are, for 
example, more focused on defining certain groups of customers, while the architects point 
at the importance creating housing suiting all kinds of people.  
 
In the main study presented in the following chapters, the issues discussed above will be 
studied more in detail.  
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5. Design in practise – A study of four design objects 
 

5.1  Introduction 

This chapter presents the actors’ specific attitude related to four design objects (windows, 
floor plans, bathroom and basic structure) in ten housing projects. It is based upon the 
results from interviews. The results are presented in tables and comments on the tables are 
made on the facets considered important to note for each of the different aspects chosen to 
focus on. The different aspects are: when the design object was designed, who made the 
final decision, and how aesthetics, customer value and costs are taken into account. 
Quotations from the interviewees are also presented to give a richer picture of how they 
viewed the issues. Further explanations on how the interviews were planned and conducted 
are found in Chapter 2, Research strategy and method. 
 
The following projects are represented in the study. All of the projects are ready to move 
into during 2006. 
 
Table 5.1 – The studied housing projects 
 

Housing project Region Comment 

Lillängen, phase 2 (of 3) (R)  Stockholm 68 units (of approx. 137), occupation 
Feb to April 2006. 

Årstaberg, phase 3 (of 4) (R) Stockholm 84 units (of 288), occupation 
April to June 2006. 

Charlottendalshöjden, phase 2 
(of 3) (S) 

Stockholm 33 units (of 140), occupation June to 
Aug 2006. 

Silverdal: Parkterrassen (S) Stockholm 34 units (of approx.300), occupation 
Feb to Oct 2006.  

Norra Älvstranden, phase 3 (of 
3) Masten (R) 

Göteborg 60 units (of approx. 450), occupation 
Jan to June 2006. 

Ötjärn (S) Göteborg 33 units, last occupation April 2006.  

Östra Dockpromenaden, phase 
3 (of 5) Kajmästaren (R) 

Malmö 76 units (of approx. 385), occupation 
Feb to April 2006. 

Clara frijs, phase 4 (of 4), (S) Malmö 19 units (of 79), occupation June to 
Sept 2006.  

Hagaberg, phase 3 (of 4) (R) Linköping 48 units (of 166), occupation Jan. to 
April 2006. 

Skogsbacken, phase 15 (of 15) 
Vallentuna (S) 

Uppsala 37 units (of approx. 500), occupation 
from March 2006. 

 
(R) for multi-family residential housing  (S) for single family houses 
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The following abbreviations are used in this section: 

 
PS – Project managers in Stockholm 
PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm 
AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers in Stockholm 
SO – Sellers in other regions 
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5.2  Design of windows 

A general simplified description of the design process for windows is the following (based 
on the results from the interviews):  
 
The architect is given prerequisites from the developer after which he/she makes a 
proposal according to placements and sizes of the windows. This proposal is then 
discussed with or without the architect until the final solution is determined (by the 
developer). Strategic contracts and instructions for design13 are considered as tools to 
control the process. When the size and placement are set, the functionality comes into 
focus. 
 
The role of the developer is to watch over technical aspects, which influence placements 
and sizes, and make sure that they are sound. 
 
The architects have a very small or no influence on the brands chosen. In general the 
architects can influence placements (within limitations), sizes (within limitations), profiles 
and colour. 
 
 
Table 5.2 – Question to professionals: ‘When were windows chosen?’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The numbers in the table refer to the housing projects in the study. Numbers 1 – 4 refer 
to housing projects in Stockholm, 5 – 10 refer to projects in other regions.  

 

                                                 
13 Projekteringsanvisningar in Swedish is translated as ’Instructions for design’. 

Stockholm Others Stockholm Others Stockholm Others

During programming 2, 4 5, 6, 9 2

Later 1, 3 5, 10

At an earlier stage 7

Others (do not know, or 
were not questioned) 8, 10 1, 2, 3, 4 6, 7, 8, 9 1, 3, 4 5, 6, 7, 8, 

9, 10

Project managers Architects Sellers
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Comments on table 5.2: 
 
‘Windows have a customer value. It is good to 
have binding agreements, but it is important that 
the project groups may decide sizes and 
quantities’. – PO 

‘We’d rather make the windows slightly larger, it 
is easier to reduce than enlarge.’ – AO 

‘It is easier to live up to the requirements for 
single houses.’ – PO 

‘It is important that the apartment plans support a 
nice façade.’ – AO 

‘Large windows have their charm, but several 
small windows become as paintings that one is 
drawn to.’ – PO 

‘Windows were never a big issue.’ – PS, PO 

‘There are no customer values connected to 
removing bays.’ – PO 

‘It is good to have given prerequisites, but it is 
difficult to get the project to stand out.’ – AS 

 
 
 
As can be seen in table 5.3, the project leader plays the most important role when making 
decisions concerning windows.  
 
 
Table 5.3 – Question to professionals: ‘Who decided?’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The numbers in the table refer to the housing projects in the study. Numbers 1 – 4 refer 
to housing projects in Stockholm, 5 – 10 refer to projects in other regions. A figure in a 
parenthesis indicates that opinions from that actor (at the left) were considered when the 
decision was made. 

 
 
The final decision is always taken by the project management (Project leader and/or 
Design leader). The architect makes proposals and is responsible for the architectural 
drawings. The architects as well as the sellers influence the process, especially the 
architect, while the role of the seller for the choice of the final solution varies as can be 
seen in table 5.3. 
 
 

Stockholm Others Stockholm Others Stockholm Others

Project leader 1, 2, 3, 4 5, 6, 7, 8, 
9, 10 1, 2, 3, 4 5, 6, 7, 8, 

9 (2), 3, (4) 6, 7, 9, 
10

Design leader 1, 2, 3, 4 8, 10 1, 2, 3, 4 5, 6, 8 2 6, 10

Architect 1, 3 5, 6, 8, 
10 1, 2, 3, 4 5, 6, 8 (2), 4 6

Seller (2) 5 (7), (9), 
(10)

Central 2 5
Others, do not know 10 1 5, 8, 9

Project managers Architects Sellers
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Comments on table 5.3: 
 
‘We influence sizes, quantities and types of 
windows.’ – PO 

‘In the end what really matters is money.’ – AS 

‘I gave my opinion on windows in connection to 
floor plans.’ – SS 

 

 
 
 
Table 5.4 – Question to professionals: ‘Were there any alternatives?’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The numbers in the table refer to the housing projects in the study. Numbers 1 – 4 refer 
to housing projects in Stockholm, 5 – 10 refer to projects in other regions.  

 

Stockholm Others Stockholm Others Stockholm Others

No specific alternative 1, 3, 4 6, 9 6, 9
Yes 2, 5, 7 1, 2, 3 5, 7, 10 2 7, 9

Unsure, do not know 8, 10 4 8 1, 3, 4 5, 6, 8, 
10

Project managers Architects Sellers
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As can be seen in table 5.5 the opinions about how aesthetics were considered vary. Some 
refer to specific solutions, others have a more holistic approach, many see this as a task for 
the architect while some have not really considered aesthetics or do not remember. 
 
 
Table 5.5 – Question to professionals: ‘How did you consider aesthetics?’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The numbers in the table refer to the housing projects in the study. Numbers 1 – 4 refer 
to housing projects in Stockholm, 5 – 10 refer to projects in other regions. A figure in a 
parenthesis indicates that opinions from that actor (at the left) were considered when the 
decision was made. 

 
 
Comments on table 5.5: 
 
‘The houses are appreciated by the customers.’  
– SS 

‘I did not have much influence.’ – AO 

‘The architect sees to it that placements, sizes and 
quantities give good light conditions and axes.’  
– PO 

‘I did not need to compromise the aesthetic 
expression.’ – AS 

‘There is nothing special about the windows. They 
are normal for these houses.’ – SS 

‘The details of the windows were never discussed.’ 
– AO 

 
 

Stockholm Others Stockholm Others Stockholm Others

1. Using specific 
solutions
1a. related to colour 4 6 2 5
1b. related to light, view 
and windows 2 7, 8 1 10

1c. other 6 2, 4 6 1, 2, 3 7, 8, 9, 
10

2. Using a more holistic 
approach
2a. workning with the 
exterior and interior in 
parallel

2 8 5, 7

2b. focusing on area as a 
whole 6

3. Task for the architect, 
by choosing professional 
architect

1, 3 5, 7 1, 3 8 3, 4

4. No specific way (or do 
not remember) 9, 10 9

Project managers Architects Sellers
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Different actors argue differently for how they take customer values into account in each 
specific housing project (table 5.6). A majority refer to designing in a specific way, others 
refer to their experience, using the knowledge of the architect, or the salesperson. In other 
regions (‘Others’ in the tables) a type of window which can be opened without moving 
items from the window table is often chosen with the argument that this is connected to a 
high customer value. When the responder referred to a specific solution, this could for 
example be the choice of a small horizontal non-opening window. 
 
 
Table 5.6 – Question to professionals: ‘How did you consider customer values?’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The numbers in the table refer to the housing projects in the study. Numbers 1 – 4 refer 
to housing projects in Stockholm, 5 – 10 refer to projects in other regions.  

 
 

Stockholm Others Stockholm Others Stockholm Others

1. By designing in a 
specific way
1a. related to light, view etc 2 5, 8 1, 3 6, 7, 10 2 10

1b. related to a specific 
customer value 1 7 7 6, 7

1c. related to a specific 
solution 10 9 1, 2, 3 9, 10

1d. others 6, 8 2, 4 5, 7, 10 2 10

2. Using experience from 
earlier projects (or stage) 3 6, 9

3. Using the knowledge of 
the architect 7 4

4. Using the knowledge of 
the salesperson 7

5. Others, for e.g. not 
relevant as house already 
designed

4 8 5, 8

Project managers Architects Sellers
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Comments on table 5.6: 
 
‘No customer has commented on windows.’ – SS ‘Does the concept of customer value exist? JM 

formulates what is right here and now.’ – AO 

‘That there is silence inside is appreciated.’ – SS ‘Light over the floor is desirable, but it is not 
possible today, in spite of a high customer value.’ 
(AS) 

‘The project leader and the leader at the site fight 
for prices and costs. I fight for the customers.’ – 
SO 

‘View, light, contact with the garden and the 
opportunities for furnishing, of course.’ – AO 

‘Customer values have governed before 
aesthetics.’ – AS 

 

 
 
Table 5.7 – Question to professionals: ‘How did you consider costs?’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The numbers in the table refer to the housing projects in the study. Numbers 1 – 4 refer 
to housing projects in Stockholm, 5 – 10 refer to projects in other regions.  

 
 
Comments on table 5.7: 
 
‘The cost is connected to the volume; the group 
controlling the plans would have thought that our 
costs were too high.’ – PO 

‘To reduce the quantity, types and sizes. The make 
was given.’ – AS 

 

‘Nothing special with windows, they are standard. 
The same type in all houses.’ – SS 

 

 

Stockholm Others Stockholm Others Stockholm Others

1. By specific technical solution 
(e.g. fewer windows) 1 5 7, 8 2

2. By using earlier designs and 
reducing variation, simplifying 2 5, 6, 8 1, 2, 3 10

3. By using a structured process 
for buying inputs 1, 4 6, 10

4. Others, e.g. do not know, not 
involved in the process 3 7, 9 4 5, 6, 9 1, 3, 4 5, 6, 7, 8, 

9, 10

Project managers Architects Sellers
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5.3  Design of floor plans  

 
 
Table 5.8 – Question to professionals: ‘When were the floor plans chosen?’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The numbers in the table refer to the housing projects in the study. Numbers 1 – 4 refer 
to housing projects in Stockholm, 5 – 10 refer to projects in other regions.  

 
 
Comments on table 5.8: 
 
‘The houses have a compact and reasonable floor 
plan with all the functions, without unnecessary 
communication surfaces.’ – PO  

‘They were decided before I entered the project. I 
could not influence the original floor plan.’ – SO  

 
 
The choice of floor plans is generally seen as a joint decision by project management and 
the architect. Sometimes ‘production’ plays a role. The role of the seller varies. 
 
In one project group outside of Stockholm, floor plans are discussed directly with a group 
of end users. 
 

Stockholm Others Stockholm Others Stockholm Others

During programming 1, 2 5, 6, 7, 8, 
9

5, 7, 8, 
10

Later 3 9
Others (do not know, or were 
not questioned) 4 10 1, 2, 3, 4 6, 9 1, 2, 3, 4 5, 6, 7, 8, 

9, 10

Project managers Architects Sellers
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As can be seen in table 5.9 the actors refer to different constellations of professions when 
referring to who saw to it that the floor plans were good. Project managers and architects 
refer to the project leader, the design leader or assistant project leader and the architect, to 
a greater extent than the sellers.  
 
 
Table 5.9 – Question to professionals: ‘Who saw to it that the floor plans were good?’ 14 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The numbers in the table refer to the housing projects in the study. Numbers 1 – 4 refer 
to housing projects in Stockholm, 5 – 10 refer to projects in other regions. A figure in a 
parenthesis indicates that opinions from that actor (at the left) were considered when the 
decision was made. 

 
 
Comments on table 5.9: 
 
‘It was a process between the architect and the 

project group where we approached the final 

solution step by step. The architect presented 

proposals which were studied by the project 

group.’ – PO  

‘I am the opposite pole from the design leader.’  

– SS  

 

‘The project leader and the seller drew the floor 

plans more than the architect.’ – SO 

‘There are no problems working with this project 

leader. What one wants is what one gets.’ – SO  

 

                                                 
14 The original question was ‘Who was responsible for and argued for aesthetic/architectural qualities for 
good plans?’, but it had to be transformed to this in several of the interviews in order for the interviewee to 
understand the question. 

Stockholm Others Stockholm Others Stockholm Others

Project leader 1, 2, 3 5, 6, 7, 8, 
9 1, 2, 4 6, 7, 9 6, 7, 8, 9, 

10
Design leader or assistant 
Project leader 1, 2, 3 5, 8, 10 1, 2, 4 5, 10 2 6

Architect 1, 3, 4 5, 7, 10 1, 2, 4 5, 6, 7, 8, 
9, 10 2, 3 5, 6, 7

Seller 2, 6, 7, 9 4 6, 7, (9) (2) (5), 7, 9, 
(10)

Others, do not know 3 8 1, 4 7

Project managers Architects Sellers
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As can be seen in table 5.10, a greater majority of the actors in other regions refer to 
architectural values like light and view when designing considering aesthetics. When the 
respondents referred to a specific solution, they for example referred to an open solution 
for the connection between the kitchen and the living room. 
 
 
Table 5.10 – Question to professionals: ‘How did you consider aesthetics?’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The numbers in the table refer to the housing projects in the study. Numbers 1 – 4 refer 
to housing projects in Stockholm, 5 – 10 refer to projects in other regions. A figure in a 
parenthesis indicates that opinions from that actor (at the left) were considered when the 
decision was made. 

 
 

Stockholm Others Stockholm Others Stockholm Others

1. By designing in a 
specific way
1a. related to architectural 
values (light, view etc) 1, 3 6, 7, 8, 

10 1, 3 6, 7, 9, 
10 5, 7

1b. related to a specific 
solution 7 2, 3, 4 5 4 10

1c. others 4 8 1, 2 6
2. Using experience from 
earlier projects or phase 2 6, 9

3. Using the knowledge of 
the architect 5 3 5

4. No specific way (or do 
not rember) 1 8, 9

Project managers Architects Sellers
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Comments on table 5.10: 
 
‘This architect is good at lights and volumes, 
which have to harmonize with function, 
requirements on accessibility and the demand for 
grouping the shafts for installations.’ – PS 

‘There are many requirements for accessibility 
today, which we try to turn into something 
positive.’ – AS  

 

‘The architect has created those values. We are 
responsible for the practicalities. This architect 
knows which qualities JM stands for: light and 
spacious apartments, generous balconies, 
materials with high values, good gardens and 
exclusive entrances.’ – PO  

‘To make the apartment surface effective is an 
interesting challenge.’ – AS  

 

‘We made different types of floor plans. JM chose 
the most traditional one.’ – AO  

‘It is a disadvantage that there is no window in the 
bathroom. The customers complain.’ – SS  

‘By opening up the facade more to the garden than 
to the neighbours.’ – AO  

‘No, one has gone for the simplest, the houses 
should have been 10 square metres larger.’ – SO  

‘That is something one always considers. One 
always strives to create beautiful connections and 
views.’ – AO  

‘They were pretty good from the beginning.’ – SO  
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As can be seen in table 5.11, the answers concerning how customer values are considered 
are divided into a specific way for designing, by using their experience, the knowledge of 
the architect or others. An example of designing in a specific way related to a specific 
solution and the answers is the choice of a clothes cupboard. In the group of others some of 
the respondents in other regions take customer values into consideration by ‘moving into 
the project with the eyes of the customers’. 
 
 
Table 5.11 – Question to professionals: ‘How did you consider customer values?’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The numbers in the table refer to the housing projects in the study. Numbers 1 – 4 refer 
to housing projects in Stockholm, 5 – 10 refer to projects in other regions.  

 
 
Comments on table 5.11: 
 
‘Our customers think that our apartments are nice. 
It is hard to exactly pinpoint what makes them 
nice.’ – PO 

‘The house is too small, too cramped.’ – AS  

 

‘There might be parts that are too expensive, but 
in which we see a customer value.’ – PO  

‘The customers like the apartments.’ – SS  

‘It deals with creating a home, reasonable and 
good to live in and which allows for flexibility by 
the possibility of removing or adding rooms.’ – PO 

‘The architect should do as we say.’ – SO  

‘The choice of floor plans is very customer 
controlled.’ –SO  

 

 

Stockholm Others Stockholm Others Stockholm Others

1. By designing in a 
specific way
1a. related to architectural 
values (light, view etc) 1, 3 5 1 6, 7, 10

1b. related to a specific 
solution 1 5, 10 2, 4 5, 8, 9 5, 7, 9, 

10
1c. others 4 5, 6, 8, 9 3 10 1 6
2. Using experience from 
earlier projects or phase 
and/or customers

2 7 2, 3

3. Using the knowledge of 
the architect 5 5

4. Others, for e.g. not 
relevant as house already 
designed or no specific way

4 8

Project managers Architects Sellers
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The answers according to how costs were considered vary (table 5.12). Examples of 
answers related to specific technical solution are not to have a window in the bathroom or 
to group the installations in a common shaft. An example of an answer referring to 
reducing variation is to have the same floor plans in the majority of the levels in the house. 
Under ‘others’ answers were opinions that costs did not influence the design. 
 
 
Table 5.12 – Question to professionals: ‘How did you consider costs?’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The numbers in the table refer to the housing projects in the study. Numbers 1 – 4 refer 
to housing projects in Stockholm, 5 – 10 refer to projects in other regions.  

 
 

Stockholm Others Stockholm Others Stockholm Others

1. By designing in a specific 
way

1a. related to specific technical 
solutions (installations, structure) 10 2 7

1b. related to efficiency (surface) 1 1 5, 6, 9

1c. reducing variation, simplifying 
(floor plans) 2 6, 10 8

1d. others 5, 7, 8 3 7 2 5, 8
2. Using experience from earlier 
projects (or stage) and/or 
customers

7

3. Using the knowledge of 
production 3 10 2

4. Others, for e.g. not relevant as 
house already designed or no 
specific way, do not know, not 
involved in the process

4 4 1, 3, 4 6, 9, 10

Project managers Architects Sellers
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Comments on table 5.12: 
 
‘They are area effective. Smaller apartments with 
many rooms.’ – PS  

‘The cheapest is to produce apartments with one 
kitchen and one bathroom. We did not let costs guide 
us away from what we believe that the target group 
wants. – PO 

‘Not to make it complicated, simple lines. See to it 
that everything can be built.’ – PS 

‘All the floor plans were controlled centrally by JM, 
but it did not lead to redrawing.’ – AO  

‘Yes, since in the original solution the least 
necessary has been done. In the laundry 
room/second entrance there is nowhere to hang 
clothes. Customer surveys point out that customers 
want to be able to hang clothes there.’ – SO  

 

 
 
As can be seen in table 5.13 a majority of the actors seem to discuss axiality during the 
design of floor plans. 
 
 
Table 5.13 – Question to professionals: ‘Axiality, is that something that you discussed?’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The numbers in the table refer to the housing projects in the study. Numbers 1 – 4 refer 
to housing projects in Stockholm, 5 – 10 refer to projects in other regions.  

 

Stockholm Others Stockholm Others Stockholm Others

1. Yes 2, 3, 4 5, 6, 8, 9 1, 3 5 2 5, 6, 10

2. Yes, but not specifically 10 3 9
3. Using the knowledge of the 
architect 1 6, 7, 8, 9 4

4. Central control 5

5. Others, e.g do not know, not 
involved in the process 10 1 7, 8

Project managers Architects Sellers
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Comments on table 5.13: 
 
‘Especially after the studies of the floor plans by 
the central group for control. To create rooms in a 
row is in most cases more important than axiality.’ 
– AO 

‘To feel that daylight enters the apartment is more 
important than the ability of looking out at the 
entrance door. A naturally lit wall can be nicer.’ 
 – AO  

‘The concept is known, is a matter of course, but is 
nothing one as an architect formulates for oneself. 
– AO  

‘One often looks too much for this. It is more 
important that the house fits into the surroundings, 
that the floor plans are good and that the house is 
practical. That one has a small idea about the 
customer which influences the size.’ – AO  

‘It is a big difference between different architects. 
This architect is good at designing homes 
appealing to customers, at reasonable cost. It is 
not too big, not too small, it is comfortable. ‘– PO  

‘Axiality is something we always consider.’ – AO  

 

‘We never draw a floor plan without considering 
axiality. We also consider views and the ability to 
move around. – AO 

 

 
 
One general argument that is emphasized by architects and one seller is that JM place too 
much emphasis on interior fittings and trends. According to these respondents, the 
perspective should be rather more long term by, for example, focusing on usability (today 
and tomorrow) and functionality concerning floor plans. This could be done by developing 
the ‘practical house’, for example. According to these opinions, more long-term 
perspective would create greater customer value.  
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5.4  Design of bathrooms 

The design decisions for bathrooms can be divided into floor plans, installations and 
interior fittings, wall surfaces, equipment and furnishings, etc.  
 
A general, very simplified description of the process for designing bathrooms is the 
following (based on the results from interviews): 
 
The architect is given the prerequisites from the developer according to which he/she 
makes proposals. After several discussions the final solution is decided. 
 
The architect’s influence on interior fittings varies between different housing projects. 
Some makes proposals while others give their views on proposals made by the developer. 
The majority of architects have little or no influence on interior fittings.  
 
As can be seen in table 5.14 the project leader, the design leader (or assistant project 
leader) and the architect together play the most important role when choosing the floor 
plans for bathrooms. The influence of the sellers varies. Sometimes they participate in the 
discussions, with or without the architects. At other times they get to see the plans when 
the design is settled, with little opportunity to influence the final solution. 
 
 
Table 5.14 – Question to professionals: ‘The floor plans, by whom were they chosen?’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The numbers in the table refer to the housing projects in the study. Numbers 1 – 4 refer 
to housing projects in Stockholm, 5 – 10 refer to projects in other regions. A figure in a 
parenthesis indicates that opinions from that actor (at the left) were considered when the 
decision was made. 

 
 

Stockholm Others Stockholm Others Stockholm Others

Project leader 1, 2, 3, 4 5, 6, 7, 8, 
9 1, 2, 3, 4 6, 7, 8 2, 4 5, 6, 7, 

10

Design leader or 
assistant Project leader 1, 2, 3, 4 5, 10 1, 2, 3, 4 5, 6, 10 2, 4 10

Architect 1, 3 5, 6, 7, 
10 1, 2, 3, 4 5, 6, 7, 9, 

10 2, 4 5, 6, 7,8

Seller 1 6, 7 1, 2, 4, (5) 6 (1), 2, (3), 
4 (10)

Central 4
Others, do not know 1, 3 9

Project managers Architects Sellers
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Comments on table 5.14: 
 
‘The architect choose a solution that the project 
group (the project leader and the design leader) 
agree to or not.’ – PO  

‘The architect made proposals that were approved 
by JM (project leader and seller).’ – AO  

‘The architect makes proposals that we then agree 
to. I do not exactly know what the process looks 
like.’ – SS  

 

 
 
Comments to the question ‘Were there any alternatives?’: 
 
‘Nothing specific. It is a process without any clear 
alternatives. – PS  

‘Yes, of course it always does. The bathrooms 
were never a big issue. – PO  

 
 
Table 5.15 – Question to professionals: ‘By whom were the installations chosen?’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The numbers in the table refer to the housing projects in the study. Numbers 1 – 4 refer 
to housing projects in Stockholm, 5 – 10 refer to projects in other regions.  

 
 
Comments table 5.15: 
 
‘This design leader has the right expertise to 
choose these. This working method and this 
solution give cheap and simple installations.’ – PS  

‘Technical estimations formed the basis for the 
choices made.’ – PO  

 
 

Stockholm Others Stockholm Others Stockholm Others

Project leader 1, 3 6, 7, 9, 
10 1, 4 5, 6, 7, 8, 

10 1 6, 7

Design leader or 
assistant Project leader 1, 2, 3, 4 5, 8, 10 2, 3 1, 2

Architect 6 7

Seller 6, 10

Consultant (install.) 1 1, 4 5, 7, 8 7

Others, for e.g. do not 
know 3 6, 9 2 9 3, 4 5, 6, 8, 9, 

10

Project managers Architects Sellers
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Table 5.16 – Question to professionals: ‘How did you consider aesthetics?’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The numbers in the table refer to the housing projects in the study. Numbers 1 – 4 refer 
to housing projects in Stockholm, 5 – 10 refer to projects in other regions.  

 
 

Stockholm Others Stockholm Others Stockholm Others

1. By designing in a 
specific way
1a. related to values of a 
"room" 6, 10

1b. related to a specific 
solution 9

1c. others 8 4 5, 10

2. Using experience from 
earlier projects (or phase) 1, 2 5 3

3. Interior fittings 3 6, 7, 10 1 5, 6

4. No specific way 4 7, 8, 9 2, 3, 4 7, 8

5. Others, do not know or 
not involved in the process

1, 2, 3 5 9

Project managers Architects Sellers
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Comments on table 5.16: 
 
‘Aesthetics has a strong influence when the 
original and the customer choices are developed.’ 
– PS 

‘The measures are so tight, there is not much that 
can be done about that. It is not experienced as 
tight, but it is a little boring.’ – SO 

‘When the room is defined one is forced to a 
specific placement as a result of the demands for 
accessibility.’ – PO  

‘I do not know if one has thought that much about 
aesthetics.’ – SO 

‘Nothing special, we did not think about 
aesthetics, except when wall and floor tiles were 
chosen in different variants for the original 
solution, older style and modern style.’ – PO 

‘It develops as it develops in order to achieve good 
functionality.’ – SO 

‘We have thought about functionality.’ – PO  ‘Washstands and wall cupboards are something 
that we have had a long time, maybe we should 
look at something new.’ – SO  

‘We do not discuss matters in those terms.’ – AS ‘The bathroom can be done as flashily as possible 
as a result of customer choices.’ – SO  

‘Extremely customer oriented. Nothing but 
customer choices.’ – AS 

 

‘By not only seeing the bathroom as a necessary 
room, but also considering that it should be of a 
certain standard, e.g. having a window.’ – AO  

 ‘The sellers have knowledge that quickly becomes 
outdated. It can be right at that moment to stick to 
the sellers’ advice, but wrong in the long term. We 
have a more long-term perspective.’ – AS 

‘Almost not at all; it is a functional bathroom, 
that’s it.’ – AO  

 

‘JM have decided the interior fittings of the whole 
apartment, including the kitchen and bathroom, 
themselves.’ – AS 
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As can be seen in table 5.17 the answers concerning how customer values were considered 
vary. Some of the interviewees refer to designing in a specific way referring to the floor 
plans of the bathrooms, while others refer to interior fittings and customer choice mainly 
concerning wall surfaces and furnishing. 
 
 
Table 5.17 – Question to professionals: ‘How did you consider customer values?’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The numbers in the table refer to the housing projects in the study. Numbers 1 – 4 refer 
to housing projects in Stockholm, 5 – 10 refer to projects in other regions.  

 
 
Comments on table 5.17: 
 
‘The handling of customer choices has been done 
and decided completely within the project.’ – PS 

‘We consider customer values the most.’ – PO  

‘This is good enough for this target group.’ – SS ‘We have worked a lot with customer values 
concerning the bathrooms.’ – PO 

‘One has tried, but has not got all the way there; 
one is blinded by mosaic and such.’ – SS 

‘The customers wish to have underfloor heating 
and there is none.’ – SO 

‘A decisive resolution for JM is most often based 
upon customer values.’ – AO  

‘No, the bathroom is too small. It should have been 
about two square metres larger. It has been 
possible to make them larger through customer 
choice.’ – SO  

 

 

Stockholm Others Stockholm Others Stockholm Others

1. By designing in a 
specific way
1a. related to values of a 
"room" 6

1b. related to different 
future individual needs 3 7, 9 6

1c. related to a specific 
solution 7 1 9

1d. others 5 1, 2 10

2. Using experience from 
earlier projects or phase 1, 2 6 3 6, 10

3. Interior fittings and 
customer choice 4 5, 10

4. No specific way 8 5 2, 4 5, 7, 8

5. Others, do not know or 
not involved in the process

3, 4 8, 9

Project managers Architects Sellers
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As can be seen in table 5.18, costs were mainly considered by reducing variations, 
simplifying. 
 
 
Table 5.18 – Question to professionals: ‘How did you consider costs?’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The numbers in the table refer to the housing projects in the study. Numbers 1 – 4 refer 
to housing projects in Stockholm, 5 – 10 refer to projects in other regions.  

 
 
Comments on table 5.18: 
 
‘That the same principles are represented in 
several apartments facilitates design and results.’ 
– PO  

‘The focus has been on saving money.’ – SO  

‘By paying attention to the choice of materials and 
interior fittings. If there is something that a lot of 
customer choose in one phase it becomes standard 
(original solution) in the following.’ – PS 

‘When we consider the basic standard many 
factors are taken into account. Costs are always 
considered, but one should not be greedy. If one 
buys a house for 3M SEK one expects a certain 
standard.’ – SO 

‘Within reasonable limits bathroom size is not 
decisive for the costs.’ – PO 

‘The firm delivering the furnishings does not have 
many fresh ideas.’ – AS 

‘Fully tiled walls and floors can be questioned.’ 
 – AO 

‘Costs are considered by ‘smartening things up’ 
where it gives the best effect, one must have a high 
standard in kitchens and bathrooms.’ – PS 

 

 
 

Stockholm Others Stockholm Others Stockholm Others

1. By reducing variations, 
simplifying
1a. related to plans 6 6

1b. related to installations 1, 2 7, 9 10

1c. related to interior fittings 4 5 1, 2, 3 5, 6, 7, 9, 
10

2. Not making bathrooms 
larger than necessary 5, 7, 8 5, 7

3. From a previously 
designed house 4 4

4. Others 3 10 1 2 5, 8

5. Do not know, not involved 
in the process 2, 3, 4 8, 9

Project managers Architects Sellers
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General comments on bathrooms: 
 
‘We often dare not draw anything that is not to 
Swedish standard; we then get stuck in discussions 
about accessibility.’ – AO 

‘A standard bathroom with a window is totally ok; 
without a window it is rather dull.’ – AO 

‘Bathrooms often concern accessibility. Those 
measurements govern. Thanks to those the 
bathrooms become large enough. There is no 
customer value connected to making them larger. 
We have certain requirements that we use as a 
template. For example, in larger apartments, the 
measurement from wall to toilet should be 1300 
mm in order for a shower wall to fit.’ – PS  

‘It is a long process. We made proposals early. 
There is a lot of discussion back and forth about  
apartment sizes and such in the beginning.’ – AS  

 

‘Few square metres, but we still got many 
functions.’ – PS  

‘The bathroom on the ground floor is designed 
totally as a result of the demands for accessibility. 
On the upper floor we are clear from demands on 
accessibility.’ – AS  

‘It is a very traditional bathroom. The architect 
chose it together with us when the floor plans were 
drawn.’ – PO  

‘Bathrooms are very controlled by demands on 
accessibility and JM. The architect cannot control 
a lot.’ – AO  

‘The bathrooms are placed one above the other in 
order to group the plumbing together.’ – PO 

‘I do not know how much central control there is.’ 
– AO  
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5.5  Design of the basic structure 

 
 
Table 5.19 – Question to professionals: ‘When was the basic structure chosen?’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The numbers in the table refer to the housing projects in the study. Numbers 1 – 4 refer 
to housing projects in Stockholm, 5 – 10 refer to projects in other regions.  

 
 
 
Table 5.20 – Question to professionals: ‘By whom was the basic structure chosen?’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The numbers in the table refer to the housing projects in the study. Numbers 1 – 4 refer 
to housing projects in Stockholm, 5 – 10 refer to projects in other regions.  

 
 

Stockholm Others

Project leader and Design 
leader 1, 3, 4 5, 7, 8, 9

Production 1, 3 6, 7, 9

Others 2, 3 8, 10

Project managers

 

Stockholm Others

During programming 2 5, 6, 7, 8, 9

Later 1, 3, 4

Others 10

Project managers
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Table 5.21 – Question to professionals: ‘How did you consider aesthetics?’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The numbers in the table refer to the housing projects in the study. Numbers 1 – 4 refer 
to housing projects in Stockholm, 5 – 10 refer to projects in other regions.  

 
 
Comments on table 5.21: 
 
‘It was a big issue. It was a give and take between 
the architect and the supplier of the structure. It 
should be easy to assemble, economical at the 
same time as the architect’s ideas about an 
aesthetic façade were kept.’ – PS 

‘It is hard today, since there is not enough span in 
the joists. The flexibility of floor planning 
decreases.’ – PO 

 
 
 
Comments on the Question to professionals: ‘How did you consider customer values?’ 
 
‘On-site casting provides flexibility for making late 
changes in the floor plans caused by customer 
choices, for example.’  – PS  

‘A structure in concrete is positive regarding 
sound, fire and energy needs.’ – PO 

‘On-site casting facilitates late changes.’ – PO  ‘By letting the structure provider make 
adjustments in their standard system in relation to 
the floor plans.’ – PO  

 
 

Stockholm Others

By external solutions ( rendering, 
colour, metal sidings) 1, 3, 4 7, 8

Hidden girder 9

No specific way 2 5, 10

Others 6, 8

Project managers
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Table 5.22 – Question to professionals: ‘How did you consider costs?’ 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

The numbers in the table refer to the housing projects in the study. Numbers 1 – 4 refer 
to housing projects in Stockholm, 5 – 10 refer to projects in other regions.  

 
 

Stockholm Others

By using a structured process for 
buying inputs 2, 4

By using a known system 1 5

Prefabrication 5, 7

On-site casting 1 9

Others 3 6, 8, 10

Project managers
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6. Central control, project control, customer control and 
roles 
 

6.1  Introduction 

This chapter presents the actors’ general and specific attitude related to four design objects 
(windows, floor plans, bathroom and basic structure). It includes the results from the 
survey together with the results from the questions about the ‘triangles’. It is divided into 
the following sections: central control, project control, customer control, ‘triangles’ and 
roles.  
 
The results are presented in tables for each statement made in the survey. The number after 
each statement indicates the number of that statement in the survey. The column ‘No 
opinion’ also includes questions to which there were no answers.  
 
The following abbreviations are used in this section: 
 
PS – Project managers15 in Stockholm 
PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm 
AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm 
SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 
 
The ‘triangle’ is based on three dimensions: central control, project control and customer 
control. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.1 – The ‘triangle’: central, project and customer control 
 

Further explanations on how the data collection was planned and conducted are found in 
Chapter 2, Research strategy and method. 

 

                                                 
15 Project leaders and Design leaders 

Central control
100%

100% 
Customer control

100% 
Project control

0%

0%

0%
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6.2  Central control 

It seems as though the main groups of professionals in the study, project managers, 
architects and sellers, consider that central control has increased in the last five years (table 
6.1). Project managers seem to be of that opinion to a greater extent than architects and 
sellers, and the actors in Stockholm seem to be of that opinion to a greater extent than 
actors in other regions.  
 
 
Table 6.1 – Statement to Professionals: ‘On the whole central control is more important 
today than five years ago.’ (1) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c # of Prof.

PS 82 18 0 0 17
PO 88 13 0 0 8
AS 100 0 0 14 7
AO 67 33 0 25 4
SS 86 14 0 42 12
SO 50 50 0 0 4

Total 82 18 0 13 52
Stockholm 87 13 0 17 36

Others 73 27 0 6 16

Professionals

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 

 
 
It seems as though a majority of the actors believe that there is a risk that central control 
makes housing less attractive (table 6.2). Architects seem to believe that to a greater extent 
than project managers and sellers, while there is no difference in opinion between 
Stockholm and other regions.  
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Table 6.2 – Statements to Professionals: ‘Central control makes the housing produced less 
attractive.’ (2) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c # of Prof.

PS 6 53 41 0 17
PO 0 50 50 0 8
AS 0 83 17 14 7
AO 0 100 0 25 4
SS 0 50 50 17 12
SO 0 50 50 0 4

Total 2 58 40 8 52
Stockholm 3 58 39 8 36

Others 0 60 40 6 16

Professionals

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 

 
 
As can be seen in table 6.3, a majority of the actors seem to consider that a uniform process 
is necessary to some extent, in order to meet and to keep the demand for housing. Project 
managers and sellers seem to believe so to a greater extent than architects, and actors in 
Stockholm were more often in total agreement than those in other regions. 
 
According to the results in table 6.4, a majority of the professionals seem to believe that if 
certain matters connected to customer values are decided centrally, it has positive effects 
on costs and lead times. Project managers and sellers seem to be of that opinion to a greater 
extent than architects, while actors in Stockholm seem to believe that to a greater extent 
than actors in other regions. 
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Table 6.3 – Statement to professionals: ‘In order to meet and keep the demand for housing by 
JM, housing units have to be designed and produced in a uniform process.’ (3) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c # of Prof.

PS 29 65 6 0 17
PO 14 57 29 13 8
AS 0 20 80 29 7
AO 0 75 25 0 4
SS 50 42 8 0 12
SO 0 100 0 25 4

Total 25 56 19 8 52
Stockholm 32 50 18 6 36

Others 7 71 21 13 16

Professionals

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 

 
 
Table 6.4 – Statement to professionals: ‘In order to produce ‘housing where people feel at 
home’ to low costs and short lead times, matters connected to direct customer value have to 
be decided outside of the project groups (centrally).’ (4) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c # of Prof.

PS 35 53 12 0 17
PO 14 57 29 13 8
AS 0 29 71 0 7
AO 0 33 67 25 4
SS 40 50 10 17 12
SO 0 100 0 25 4

Total 23 51 26 10 52
Stockholm 29 47 24 6 36

Others 8 62 31 19 16

Professionals

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 
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Comments on statements (2) – (4): 

‘It is of great help if central control is used in the 
right manner, more time can then be spent on 
important main issues.’ – PS 

‘If it is assumed that strategic contracts and the 
instructions for design point at cost-effective and 
good technical solutions.’ – PO 

 
 
The opinions concerning to what extent market analysis should take place at a central level 
vary.  
 
As can be seen in table 6.5 answers diverge concerning the quality of centrally conducted 
market analysis. Half of the professionals partly agree that centrally produced market 
analyses are of higher quality (table 6.5), and a majority believe that these analyses have 
improved in recent years (table 6.6). 70% partly believe that central control based on 
market analysis leads to high customer value (table 6.7). It seems as though actors in 
Stockholm believe to a greater extent that market analyses are of higher quality when they 
are made centrally than actors in other regions. They also believe more often that market 
analysis has improved in recent years (table 6.6). It seems as though actors in Stockholm 
also believe to a greater extent than others that central control based upon market analysis 
leads to high customer values (table 6.7).16  
 
 
Table 6.5 – Statement to professionals: ‘The qualities of market analysis improve when they 
are made at central level.’ (5) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c # of Prof.

PS 13 53 33 12 17
PO 0 50 50 25 8
AS 0 67 33 57 7
AO 50 0 50 50 4
SS 50 50 0 17 12
SO 0 50 50 0 4

Total 20 50 30 23 52
Stockholm 25 54 21 22 36

Others 8 42 50 25 16

Professionals

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 

 

                                                 
16 Many had no opinion or did not answer the question in table 6.6. 
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Table 6.6 – Statement to professionals: ‘In recent years, market analysis has improved.’ (6) 

 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c # of Prof.

PS 79 7 14 18 17
PO 33 33 33 63 8
AS 0 0 100 86 7
AO 100 4
SS 50 17 33 50 12
SO 50 50 0 50 4

Total 62 15 23 50 52
Stockholm 67 10 24 42 36

Others 40 40 20 69 16

Professionals

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 

 
 
Table 6.7 – Statement to professionals: ‘Central control based on market analysis leads to 
high customer values.’ (7) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c # of Prof.

PS 13 60 27 12 17
PO 0 75 25 0 8
AS 0 80 20 29 7
AO 0 50 50 50 4
SS 10 80 10 17 12
SO 0 75 25 0 4

Total 7 70 23 15 52
Stockholm 10 70 20 17 36

Others 0 71 29 13 16

Professionals

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 
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Comments on statements (5) – (7): 
 

‘Central participation ensures that information is 
disseminated, is of better quality and that the 
results can be used more widely within JM AB.’  
– PS 

‘Education for the interpretation of the results and 
for communication between the market analyst and 
the project management is necessary.’ – PS 

‘The aim of totally a central market analysis 
should be to find new groups of customers and 
customer segments.’ – PS 

‘The sellers in this region have the best knowledge 
of the market. Their knowledge can never be 
replaced by market analysis at a central level.’   
– PS 

‘If decisions are made centrally or not is not the 
most important factor. The main issue is that the 
individuals doing them are competent. By doing 
them at a central level is it easier to see 
connections.’ – PO 

‘Centrally conducted market analysis may give 
some hints, but the markets look different and also 
vary over time.’ – PO 

‘Those decisions made are clearer, but we know 
less about our customers today than we did a few 
years ago.’ – SS 
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The professionals see a risk of negative impact on individuals’ commitment to the work 
when increasing central control (table 6.8). This seems to be a matter of concern to all the 
professional groups represented in this chapter. Architects seem to see a higher risk than 
others, while it seems as though professionals in other regions consider the risk to be more 
important than those in Stockholm. 
 
 
Table 6.8 – Statement to professionals: ‘There is a tendency that increased central control 
impedes the co-workers’ commitment to the work.’ (8) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c # of Prof.

PS 24 53 24 0 17
PO 50 50 0 0 8
AS 71 29 0 0 7
AO 50 50 0 0 4
SS 0 92 8 0 12
SO 25 75 0 0 4

Total 31 60 10 0 52
Stockholm 25 61 14 0 36

Others 44 56 0 0 16

Professionals

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 

 
 
Comments on statement (8): 
 

‘We who work in the projects get rid of many 
decisions with no effect on customer values and 
can engage ourselves and get time over for other 
more important matters.’ – PS 

‘Many individuals stop reflecting, if they ever 
began.’ – PO 

‘The architect’s creativity/commitment to the work 
becomes limited.’ – AS 
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46% of the actors believe that there is a risk that central control results in housing being 
produced with lower customer values, while 46% do not (table 6.9). There is no clear 
difference between different professions, but it seems as though actors in other regions 
consider that central control has a negative impact on customer value to a greater extent.  
 
 
Table 6.9 – Statement to professionals: ‘As a result of central control, housing produced 
today will have decreased customer value.’ (9) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c # of Prof.

PS 7 40 53 12 17
PO 14 43 43 13 8
AS 0 100 0 29 7
AO 33 33 33 25 4
SS 8 25 67 0 12
SO 0 75 25 0 4

Total 9 46 46 12 52
Stockholm 6 44 50 11 36

Others 14 50 36 13 16

Professionals

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 

 
 
Comments on statement (9): 
 

‘One cannot generally claim that the total 
customer values get either better or poorer as a 
result of central control.’ – PS 

‘We have poorer ventilation in our residential 
housing after the structuring of design. It is what 
we also hear from our customers.’ – PO 

‘The customer values will increase.’ – PS ‘It tends to be products that look much the same. 
Some variations can enrich the project.’ – AS 

 
 
In order to meet the demand for lowered costs and shorter lead times, a majority partly 
agree that central control in terms of requirements and supporting document should be 
strong (table 6.10). There is no significant difference between project managers, architects 
and sellers. Professionals in Stockholm seem to agree to a greater extent than those in other 
regions.  
 
A majority believe that central control has a positive effect on technical quality to some 
extent (table 6.11). Project managers seem to be of that opinion to a greater extent than the 
others, while project managers and sellers in Stockholm seem to believe that to a greater 
extent than all architects, project managers in other regions and sellers in other regions.  
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Table 6.10 – Statement to professionals: ‘If the increased demands for lowered costs and 
shorter lead times are to be met, central control in the matter of central requirements and 
supporting documents needs to be strong.’ (10) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c # of Prof.

PS 29 65 6 0 17
PO 0 88 13 0 8
AS 17 83 0 14 7
AO 0 50 50 0 4
SS 80 20 0 17 12
SO 25 75 0 0 4

Total 31 61 8 6 52
Stockholm 42 55 3 8 36

Others 6 75 19 0 16

Professionals

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 

 
 
Table 6.11 – Statement to professionals: ‘Housing with high technical quality is best created 
in a process that is centrally controlled.’ (11) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c # of Prof.

PS 12 53 35 0 17
PO 0 63 38 0 8
AS 0 33 67 14 7
AO 0 33 67 25 4
SS 27 64 9 8 12
SO 0 100 0 50 4

Total 11 55 34 10 52
Stockholm 15 53 32 6 36

Others 0 62 38 19 16

Professionals

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 
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Comments on statements (10) and (11): 
 

‘Communication and information are better than 
control.’ – PS 

‘Central control reduces the risk of a total crash.’ 
– PS 

‘When controlling centrally it is even more 
important to listen to the voices of experience in 
the organisation. When one does not, the 
employees become less committed to the work, 
which at the end has a negative effect on quality.’ 
– PO 

‘Shorter lead times are achieved as a result of a 
stronger right of decision in the project groups.’  
– AS 

 
 

6.3  Project control 

According to the professionals, project groups do not decide any more today than they did 
five years ago (table 6.12). It is hard to see any difference between project managers, 
architects and sellers, since a high percentage of the architects and sellers are of no 
opinion. Actors outside Stockholm seem to consider that the number of decisions taken in 
the project groups have increased to a greater extent than actors in Stockholm. 
 
 
Table 6.12 – Statement to professionals: ‘Seen as a whole the project groups decide 
more today than they did five years ago.’ (1) 
 

 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c # of Prof.

PS 0 13 88 6 17
PO 0 0 100 13 8
AS 20 0 80 29 7
AO 0 0 100 25 4
SS 29 14 57 42 12
SO 0 100 0 75 4

Total 8 10 82 25 52
Stockholm 11 11 79 22 36

Others 0 9 91 31 16

Professionals

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 
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It seems as though a majority of the professionals consider that, in certain situations, 
shorter lead times and lowered costs are better achieved when project groups have an 
increased right to make decisions. It seems as though project managers and architects in 
other regions agree to a greater extent than the actors in Stockholm (table 6.13 and 6.14). 
Many sellers are of no opinion concerning the lead times (table 6.13), while in Stockholm 
many architects and sellers are of no opinion about the costs (table 6.14). 
 
 
Table 6.13 – Statement to professionals: ‘An increased right to make decisions in the project 
groups leads to shorter lead times.’ (2) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c # of Prof.

PS 13 56 31 6 17
PO 38 63 0 0 8
AS 50 50 0 14 7
AO 25 75 0 0 4
SS 25 75 0 33 12
SO 100 0 0 25 4

Total 31 58 11 13 52
Stockholm 23 60 17 17 36

Others 47 53 0 6 16

Professionals

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 
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Table 6.14 – Statement to professionals: ‘As the project management has a better 
understanding of the local market, a project where the design decisions are taken care of in 
the project group achieves overall lower costs.’ (6) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c # of Prof.

PS 0 47 53 0 17
PO 13 75 13 0 8
AS 67 33 0 57 7
AO 50 50 0 0 4
SS 0 63 38 33 12
SO 50 50 0 0 4

Total 16 55 30 15 52
Stockholm 7 50 43 22 36

Others 31 63 6 0 16

Professionals

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 

 
 
Comments on statements (2) and (6): 
 

‘Knowledge about the local market results in the 
right product being drawn and revenue being 
maximized.’ – PS  

‘Of course there can always be other and maybe 
also better solutions to find in addition to the local 
market, but in that case it should be a 
responsibility centrally to inform the workforce 
about what happens and how new ideas and 
requirements will be implemented in our 
processes.’ – PO 

 
 
A majority of the actors agree partly that there is a risk that good solutions in one project 
become bad ones in a following project when the project groups make design decisions 
(table 6.15). A majority also agree partly that there is a risk that bad solutions can be 
chosen when control at project level is strong, solely because one individual has a strong 
opinion and can argue in favour of it (table 6.16). There is no major difference between 
project managers, architects and sellers. Actors in Stockholm seem to believe that there is a 
risk that good solutions in one project become bad ones in a following project when the 
project groups make design decisions, compared to those in other regions (table 6.15). 
According to table 6.16, there is no noticeable difference in attitude between Stockholm 
and other regions. 
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Table 6.15 – Statement to professionals: ‘The risk when the project groups themselves decide 
concerning design choices is that experiences that may not suit all projects are applied to 
successive projects: good solutions in one project become bad ones in a following one.’ (4) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c # of Prof.

PS 13 69 19 6 17
PO 0 25 75 0 8
AS 0 50 50 14 7
AO 0 50 50 0 4
SS 10 60 30 17 12
SO 25 50 25 0 4

Total 8 54 38 8 52
Stockholm 9 63 28 11 36

Others 6 38 56 0 16

Professionals

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 

 
 
Table 6.16 – Statement to professionals: ‘With strong project control there is a risk that bad 
solutions are chosen solely because one individual has a strong opinion and can argue in 
favour of it; decisions based upon factual material, like a market analysis, are missing.’ (5) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c # of Prof.

PS 24 71 6 0 17
PO 29 57 14 13 8
AS 14 86 0 0 7
AO 0 75 25 0 4
SS 45 36 18 8 12
SO 25 75 0 0 4

Total 26 64 10 4 52
Stockholm 29 63 9 3 36

Others 20 67 13 6 16

Professionals

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 
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Comments on statements (4) and (5): 
 

‘Strong individuals can always get their opinion 
through, irrespective of whether there is central 
control or not.’ – PS 

‘The risk of making wrong choices and decisions 
is as important for overall central decision 
directives without a basis in reality.’ – PO  

‘It is rather the opposite. When there are no good 
solutions a worse one is chosen.’ – PO 

‘A new project equals new prerequisites. Every 
project is unique.’ – AS 

 
 
A majority believe that only the project groups should make decisions concerning matters 
that create value for the customers, but a high percentage disagree (27% in table 6.17). 
Project managers and sellers seem to agree to a greater extent than the architects, and 
actors in other regions agree totally as well as disagreeing to a greater extent than the 
actors in Stockholm (table 6.17). As can be seen in table 6.18, a majority believe that 
commitment to the work is more important than central control. There is no significant 
difference between project managers, architects and sellers, but actors in other regions 
seem to agree to a greater extent than those in Stockholm. A high percentage of project 
managers in other regions are of no opinion or did not answer the question (25% in table 
6.18). 
 
 
Table 6.17 – Statement to professionals: ‘The level of choice for the project groups should 
only concern matters important for the customers that therefore create value for the 
customers.’ (7) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c # of Prof.

PS 41 41 18 0 17
PO 38 38 25 0 8
AS 14 43 43 0 7
AO 25 25 50 0 4
SS 36 36 27 8 12
SO 50 25 25 0 4

Total 35 37 27 2 52
Stockholm 34 40 26 3 36

Others 38 31 31 0 16

Professionals

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 
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Table 6.18 – Statement to professionals: ‘The most important factors when creating 
attractive housing is that the project groups consist of individuals committed to the work. 
Control concerning requirements and supporting documents is of less importance.’ (8) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c # of Prof.

PS 24 65 12 0 17
PO 50 50 0 25 8
AS 43 57 0 0 7
AO 50 50 0 0 4
SS 8 50 42 0 12
SO 75 25 0 0 4

Total 32 54 14 4 52
Stockholm 22 58 19 0 36

Others 57 43 0 13 16

Professionals

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 
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As can be seen in table 6.19, a majority seem to consider that the individual responsible for 
the shaping of the buildings needs a customer group to refer to in the work. Project 
managers and sellers seem to be more convinced than the architects, and some of the 
architects disagree. Project managers in other regions and sellers in other regions seem to 
be convinced to a greater extent than project managers and sellers in Stockholm. 
 
 
Table 6.19 – ‘The individual responsible for shaping the project needs a customer group to 
refer to. It is, for example, easier to refer to the family with children, the older couple or the 
young couple embarking on their careers than to strive solely at creating a nice building.’ (9) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c # of Prof.

PS 76 18 6 0 17
PO 88 13 0 0 8
AS 0 86 14 0 7
AO 0 75 25 0 4
SS 73 27 0 8 12
SO 75 25 0 0 4

Total 61 33 6 2 52
Stockholm 60 34 6 3 36

Others 63 31 6 0 16

Professionals

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 

 
 
Comments on statements (7), (8) and (9): 
 

‘Inside it is important to refer to a group of 
customers; outside, this is more doubtful.’ – PS 

‘It is always important for employees to be 
committed to the work. It is not always true that  
the centrally contracted suppliers design correctly. 
Even though central control is strong, we need to 
be awake.’ – PO 

‘We do not want architects who draw monuments 
to themselves but buildings attractive to the  
intended customer group and possible to produce 
at a price level accepted by JM and the customer 
group.’ –  PO 

‘Who is able to decide what is something that is 
solely a value to the customer? There are values 
that are very important but not perceivable.. The 
final product’s quality as a whole has a value for 
the customer. There is a risk of cutting up the 
product and it loses its quality. Who considers the 
housing as a whole?’ – AS  
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As can be seen in table 6.20, a majority agree partly that housing with a high technical 
quality is better produced in a process where the design decisions are handled by the 
project team. Project managers and especially architects seem to be more convinced than 
sellers, and actors in other regions seem to agree, at least partly, to a greater extent than 
those in Stockholm. Many sellers are of no opinion. 
 
 
Table 6.20 – Statement to professionals: ‘Housing of high technical quality is better produced 
in a process where the design decisions are handled by the project groups themselves.’ (10) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c # of Prof.

PS 18 53 29 0 17
PO 17 67 17 25 8
AS 0 86 14 0 7
AO 0 100 0 0 4
SS 13 13 75 33 12
SO 0 67 33 25 4

Total 11 58 31 13 52
Stockholm 13 50 38 11 36

Others 8 77 15 19 16

Professionals

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 

 
 

6.4  Customer control 

Opinions concerning the extent to which the influence of the customer or the seller has 
increased over the last five years vary (tables 6.21 and 6.22). A majority seems to believe 
that the customer’s influence is more important today than five years ago (table 6.21). 
Project managers, as a group, believe that the influence of the customer has increased to a 
greater extent than the others, while a majority of the sellers do not. There is no major 
difference between Stockholm and other regions. 

The influence of sellers on shaping and design is more important today, compared to the 
situation five years ago, according to a majority of the actors (table 6.22). Architects and 
sellers agree, as well as being of no opinion, to a greater extent than project managers. 
Actors in Stockholm seem to agree to a greater extent than actors in other regions (58% 
agree partly). A high percentage of the actors in other regions disagree (46%). 
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Table 6.21 – Statement to professionals: ‘The influence of the real customer (the end user) on 
basic building design17 and on programming, systems and detailed18 design is more important 
today than five years ago.’ (1) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of Total # of Prof.

PS 18 53 29 0 17
PO 0 83 17 25 8
AS 0 75 25 43 7
AO 100 0 0 75 4
SS 36 9 55 8 12
SO 33 0 67 25 4

Total 21 43 36 19 52
Stockholm 22 41 38 11 36

Others 20 50 30 38 16

Professionals 

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 

 
 
Table 6.22 – Statement to professionals: ‘The influence of sellers (interior sellers included) on 
basic building design and design is more important today than five years ago.’ (2) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of Total # of Prof.

PS 47 35 18 0 17
PO 25 13 63 0 8
AS 20 80 0 29 7
AO 50 50 0 50 4
SS 11 89 0 25 12
SO 33 33 33 25 4

Total 32 48 20 15 52
Stockholm 32 58 10 14 36

Others 31 23 46 19 16

Professionals 

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 

 
 
The respondents are positive about the influence of the end user to a certain extent. 65% 
agree partly that increased participation of the end user during planning and design leads to 

                                                 
17 The word ‘utformning’ in Swedish is translated to ‘basic building design’. The word ‘projektering’ in 
Swedish is here translated to ‘programming, systems and detailed design’, 
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higher customer values (table 6.23). The influence of the seller is seen as important to a 
greater extent (table 6.24): 66% agree totally (28% agree partly) that increased 
participation of the seller leads to higher customer values. Project managers in Stockholm 
and sellers seem to be more convinced that the influence of the customer and the seller lead 
to higher customer values, compared to architects and project managers in other regions 
(table 6.23 and 6.24). Actors in other regions seem to be more convinced that increased 
participation of the real customer leads to higher customer values (table 6.23) compared to 
those in Stockholm. Actors in Stockholm seem to be slightly more convinced than those in 
other regions that increased participation of the sellers during planning and design leads to 
higher customer values (table 6.24).  
 
 
Table 6.23 – Statement to professionals: ‘Increased participation of the real customer (the 
end user) during both the basic building design phase and the programming, systems and 
detailed design phase leads to higher customer values.’ (3) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of Total # of Prof.

PS 29 71 0 0 17
PO 0 100 0 13 8
AS 14 71 14 0 7
AO 0 100 0 0 4
SS 64 36 0 8 12
SO 100 0 0 25 4

Total 33 65 2 6 52
Stockholm 37 60 3 3 36

Others 21 79 0 13 16

Professionals 

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 
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Table 6.24 – Statement to professionals: ‘Increased participation of the sellers (interior sellers 
included) during both the basic building design phase and the programming, systems and 
detailed design phase leads to higher customer values.’ (4) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of Total # of Prof.

PS 71 29 0 0 17
PO 38 50 13 0 8
AS 33 33 33 14 7
AO 67 33 0 25 4
SS 83 17 0 0 12
SO 100 0 0 0 4

Total 66 28 6 4 52
Stockholm 69 26 6 3 36

Others 60 33 7 6 16

Professionals 

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 

 
 
Comments on statements (1) – (4): 
 

‘The customers get into the process after the start 
of selling and can then most often only influence 
the interior, which by itself leads to higher 
customer values based upon what one is willing to 
pay.’ – PO 

‘We can hardly increase the level of participation 
more than today. What we could do is to increase 
the expertise of the interior sellers…’ – PO 

‘The sellers have a short-term understanding 
(trends). They do not watch over values and 
qualities in the long term.’ – AS 
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Half of the actors seem to consider that there is a risk of a negative impact on the results 
concerning total technical quality when striving to satisfy customer needs, while 46% do 
not. Sellers seem to see this risk to a lower extent than project managers and architects. 
Actors in other regions seem to believe that this risk does not exist to a greater extent than 
those in Stockholm (57% disagree in table 6.25). A high percentage of the architects and 
sellers in other regions are of no opinion19.  
 
 
Table 6.25 – Statement to professionals: ‘When striving to satisfy the needs of customers, the 
result is often weaker total technical quality.’ (5) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of Total # of Prof.

PS 12 53 35 0 17
PO 0 50 50 0 8
AS 0 75 25 43 7
AO 0 33 67 25 4
SS 0 45 55 8 12
SO 0 33 67 25 4

Total 4 50 46 12 52
Stockholm 6 53 41 11 36

Others 0 43 57 13 16

Professionals 

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 

 
 
Comment on statement (5): 
 

‘The demands, needs and additional choices of the 
customers should be limited in order not to 
influence the technical qualities of the building.’ – 
AS 

 

 
 
A majority of the actors see a risk of a negative effect on technical quality and results in 
the long term when letting customers make many additional choices (table 6.26 and 6.27). 
Project managers seem to see a risk of a negative effect on technical qualities to a greater 
extent than architects and sellers (table 6.26). Architects seem to see a higher risk that 
many additional customer choices would lead to weaker results in the long term, compared 
to project managers and sellers (table 6.27). Referring to many additional customer 
choices, actors in Stockholm seem to consider the risk of there being a negative impact on 
technical quality and results in the long term to be higher, than actors in other regions. 
None of the architects disagree with the notion that there is a negative influence on results 
when customers make many additional choices as, according to the architects, the customer 
is lacking in knowledge (table 6.27). Compared to professionals in Stockholm, 

                                                 
19 or did not answer the question. 
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professionals in other regions seem to be more positive about letting the customers make 
additional choices and towards having a dialogue with them (table 6.26 and 6.28). 
 
A majority of the actors do not believe that decisions and choices important for customers 
must be taken as late as possible and in dialogue with the customers about the creation of 
solutions to their changing needs (table 6.28). The sellers seem to agree to a greater extent 
than project managers and architects that decisions and choices important for customers 
must be taken as late as possible and in dialogue with the customer (table 6.28). Actors in 
other regions seem to agree to a greater extent than the actors in Stockholm (table 6.28). 
 
 
Table 6.26 – Statement to professionals: ‘Letting the customer make many additional choices 
can lead to weaker technical quality as the customer is lacking in knowledge when compared 
to the project and design leaders.’ (6) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of Total # of Prof.

PS 53 41 6 0 17
PO 14 43 43 13 8
AS 33 67 0 14 7
AO 0 33 67 25 4
SS 17 58 25 0 12
SO 25 25 50 0 4

Total 31 47 22 6 52
Stockholm 37 51 11 3 36

Others 14 36 50 13 16

Professionals 

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 
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Table 6.27 – Statement to professionals: ‘Letting the customer decide much can lead to 
weaker results in the long term as the customer is lacking in knowledge compared with the 
architect.’ (7) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of Total # of Prof.

PS 53 29 18 0 17
PO 29 43 29 13 8
AS 67 33 0 14 7
AO 0 100 0 0 4
SS 33 42 25 0 12
SO 25 50 25 0 4

Total 40 42 18 4 52
Stockholm 49 34 17 3 36

Others 20 60 20 6 16

Professionals 

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 

 
 
Table 6.28 – Statement to professionals: ‘In order to create solutions to the changing needs of 
customers, decisions and choices important to customers must be taken as late as possible in 
the building process and in direct dialogue with them.’ (8) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of Total # of Prof.

PS 0 41 59 0 17
PO 0 57 43 13 8
AS 29 0 71 0 7
AO 0 100 0 50 4
SS 17 58 25 0 12
SO 50 50 0 0 4

Total 12 45 43 6 52
Stockholm 11 39 50 0 36

Others 15 62 23 19 16

Professionals 

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 
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Comments, statements (6) – (8): 
 

‘It is not the customer who should have the 
technical and necessary social expertise but the 
one facing the customer…’ – PO 

‘It depends on how the customer is guided not the 
number of choices or the differences in solutions.’ 
– SS 

 
 

6.5  Triangles 

6.5.1  General attitudes 

According to the respondents general attitudes20 it seems as though all the groups consider 
that central control today is too high (table 6.29). The project management seems to be 
more satisfied with the current situation compared to the architects and the sellers. Project 
control seems to be considered as being at a suitable level (approx. 30%) according to the 
project management. The spread concerning the current position is however high for 
project management (40 %, table 6.29). It seems as though the project management want 
the customer, or their representative, to have more influence in the process. 
 
Concerning the level of central control and project control, the architects seem to be least 
satisfied today, compared to the other groups. It seems as though they want to increase 
project control and customer control on behalf of central control. Increasing project control 
seems to be considered as more important than increasing customer control. For the sellers 
the situation seems to be the opposite; they want to decrease the level of central control, 
but increasing customer control is considered more important than increasing project 
control (table 6.29). 
 
 
Table 6.29 – Overall general view of professionals, project managers, architects and sellers 
 
 

 

Mean Spread Mean Spread
% of control % units % of control % units

Central 59 31 33 18
Project 30 40 31 10
Customer 21 17 34 20
Central 58 23 22 18
Project 20 29 41 10
Customer 20 21 30 10
Central 42 24 31 46
Project 37 27 23 27
Customer 22 37 47 33

Sellers

Current position Desired position

Professionals Control

Project managers

Architects

 
 
 

                                                 
20 General attitudes were investigated in the survey. 
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When comparing the project managers in Stockholm with the same group in other regions 
it seems as if project managers working in Stockholm are more satisfied with the current 
situation than their colleagues in other regions (table 6.30). These two groups agree on 
what they believe is the best balance between central, project, and customer control as can 
be seen in the column ‘Desired position’ in table 6.30. They also agree with the opinion 
that central control should be lower than it is today. 
 
 
Table 6.30 – General view, Project managers in Stockholm and other regions 
 
 

 

Mean Spread Mean Spread
% of control % units % of control % units

Central 47 31 34 15
Project 32 37 31 10
Customer 22 13 34 10
Central 59 26 31 15
Project 25 34 34 8
Customer 17 17 33 13

Current position Desired position

Professionals Control

Project managers 
Stockholm

Project managers  
Other regions

 
 
 

6.5.2  Specific attitudes 

According to the respondents’ specific attitudes21 concerning windows (table 6.31), the 
project managers consider that central control is, and should be, approx. 30%. The 
architects and the sellers believe that central control is higher (45 % and 40%) today and 
would like it to be lower (15% and 34% according to table 6.31). The spread is quite high 
among the architects for the current situation of central control (47 % units in table 6.31). 
 
 
Table 6.31 – Answers concerning Windows 
 
 

 

Mean Spread Mean Spread
% of control % of control % of control % of control

Central 30 19 31 12
Project 46 25 41 21
Customer 23 12 26 5
Central 45 47 15 17
Project 43 19 68 28
Customer 13 21 17 33
Central 40 20 34 22
Project 45 35 33 17
Customer 15 26 33 24

Project managers

Architects

Sellers

Current position Desired position

ControlProfessionals

 
 
 
Concerning the floor plans, all groups seem to consider that the current level of central 
control is adequate. Both project managers and sellers seem to think that central control is 
and should be about 20% (table 6.32). The architects consider that central control 

                                                 
21 Specific attitudes were investigated in interviews. 
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according to floor plans is and should be approx. 13%. It seems as though the architects 
want to have more influence than the customer and/or the seller. The situation is the 
opposite according to the sellers, who seem to want them or the customer to have more 
influence than the architect and/or the whole project group. 
 
 
Table 6.32 – Answers concerning Floor plans 
 
 

 

Mean Spread Mean Spread
% of control % of control % of control % of control

Central 22 20 22 20
Project 40 17 36 20
Customer 38 37 42 21
Central 13 6 12 7
Project 52 19 65 28
Customer 35 29 24 18
Central 24 26 22 22
Project 45 16 33 19
Customer 33 37 46 34

Project managers

Architects

Sellers

Current position Desired position

ControlProfessionals

 
 
 
Concerning the bathrooms, the project managers are satisfied with the current situation 
concerning the level of central control (21% in table 6.33). The architects seem to be 
satisfied with the current situation according to the mean values, but the spread for the 
current value is quite high for architects concerning the ‘bathrooms’ (34 and 39% units, 
table 6.33). There is a large difference between current and desired position according to 
the sellers concerning project and customer control. It seems as though they want 
themselves and/or the customer/end user to have more influence in the design of 
bathrooms compared to the influence of the project team and the central control. 
 
 
Table 6.33 – Answers concerning Bathrooms 
 
 

 

Mean Spread Mean Spread
% of control % of control % of control % of control

Central 21 15 21 11
Project 48 30 40 14
Customer 31 21 39 7
Central 29 34 21 27
Project 42 34 42 18
Customer 31 39 38 30
Central 26 16 19 12
Project 50 22 25 31
Customer 24 21 56 34

Architects

Sellers

Project managers

Current position Desired position

ControlProfessionals

 
 
 
Concerning the design of the basic structure, project managers consider that the level of 
central control is and should be higher for this than for other design objects in the study 
(windows, floor plans and bathrooms). The architects seem to want project control to 
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increase at the same time as central control decreases. The sellers seem to consider project 
control for the current and desired position to be quite high (61%, according to table 6.4). 
 
Referring to table 6.34, the spread of the answers is high for all professional groups 
concerning central and project control for the current situation. For the project 
management this is also the case for the desired situation. 
 
 
Table 6.34 – Answers concerning Basic Structure 
 
 

 

Mean Spread Mean Spread
% of control % of control % of control % of control

Central 42 49 40 39
Project 45 48 42 37
Customer 14 11 17 16
Central 43 35 29 19
Project 52 38 63 23
Customer 6 8 9 11
Central 33 45 23 22
Project 61 39 61 26
Customer 7 4 15 5

Architects

Sellers

Project managers

Current position Desired position

ControlProfessionals

 
 
 

6.5.3  Summary 

From a general perspective the differences between the current and desired position is 
smaller for the project managers than for architects and sellers. The difference is slightly 
larger for the architects than for the sellers. This can be understood as though project 
managers are most satisfied with the current situation, while the architects seem to be the 
least satisfied. The architects seem to want more project control for every design object 
(windows, floor plans, bathrooms and structure) above, except for bathrooms.22 This could 
be understood as them wanting to have more influence on the design process. They also 
seem to want more customer control for every design object above, except for floor plans. 
 
It seems as though the sellers in general want to have more influence in the process (more 
customer control), and less central and project control for all design objects. It could be 
understood as though they want more influence compared to the influence of central 
control and the architect (or the project group). 
 
Although the project managers seem to be most satisfied with the current situation, the 
results point out that they want to reduce the influence of the project group in order to 
increase the influence of the customer/end user and/or the seller. This concerns all design 
objects in the tables although the difference between the values for current and desired 
position is small for this group. 
 
 

                                                 
22 For bathroom design, the answers are spread to a great extent according to the current situation (34 and 
39% units, table 6.33). 
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6.6  Roles 

As can be seen in table 6.35, a majority agree that the role of the architect is to find 
solutions to the conflict between technical building requirements for uniformity and 
coordination and the residents’ desire for variation and individual adaptation. There is no 
significant difference between different professions, but a majority of the actors in other 
regions disagree.  
 
 
Table 6.35 – Statement to professionals: ‘The role of the architect is to find solutions to the 
conflict between technical building requirements for uniformity and coordination and the 
residents’ desire for variation and individual adaptation.’ (1) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of Total # of Prof.

PS 47 35 18 0 17
PO 25 38 38 0 8
AS 40 60 0 29 7
AO 25 25 50 0 4
SS 45 55 0 8 12
SO 67 0 33 25 4

Total 42 40 19 8 52
Stockholm 45 45 9 8 36

Others 33 27 40 6 16

Professionals

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 

 
 
Comments on statement (1): 
 

‘If it feels like a conflict, the wrong architect has 
been chosen.’ – PO 

‘The role of the architect is to find solutions 
according to technical building requirements and 
the project programme,  showing the intentions of 
the project management and based upon the needs 
of customers.’ – PO 

‘Our task is to avoid conflict, to see possibilities 
not difficulties.’ – PS 

‘The role of the architect is, on the basis of given 
circumstances, needs and demands, to ensure the 
eventual resolution of a programme/task into a 
well- functioning whole .’ – AS 

‘The role of the architect should be to have a 
larger societal perspective on construction.’ – AS 
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During the early part of the design process the external as well as the internal parts of a 
building are designed. These are often dealt with in parallel during the work, even though 
there can be slight conflict regarding the relative importance accorded them.  

72% of the actors believe that the architect’s’ expertise is necessary for the external design 
as well as for the design of floor plans (table 6.36). The architects believe so to a greater 
extent than project managers and sellers (“Disagree’ according to the statement in table 
6.36). Actors in Stockholm seem to consider that the expertise of the architect is necessary 
for the external as well as for the design of floor plans to a greater extent than those in 
other regions. 

As can be seen in table 6.37, 46% of the actors consider that the architects are, above all, 
interested in the creation of nice facades, while 44% do not. The architects as a group do 
not consider that they put more effort into the external design than in the design of good 
floor plans (100% disagree in table 6.37). A majority of project managers and sellers 
believe that the architects do that, at least to a certain extent. There is no major difference 
in opinion between the actors in Stockholm and those in other regions. 
 
 
Table 6.36 – Statement to professionals: ‘The expertise of the architect is necessary for the 
external design. The design of floor plans is as well handled without an architect.’ (2) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of Total # of Prof.

PS 6 19 75 6 17
PO 0 29 71 13 8
AS 0 0 100 14 7
AO 0 0 100 0 4
SS 0 30 70 17 12
SO 25 75 0 0 4

Total 4 23 72 10 50
Stockholm 3 19 78 11 35

Others 7 33 60 6 15

Professionals

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 
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Table 6.37 – Statement to professionals: ‘Architects are, above all, interested in how buildings 
look on the exterior (nice facades). Good floor plans are of concern only to a few architects.’ 
(7) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of Total # of Prof.

PS 6 59 35 0 17
PO 13 50 38 0 8
AS 0 0 100 0 7
AO 0 0 100 0 4
SS 30 50 20 17 12
SO 0 100 0 0 4

Total 10 46 44 4 52
Stockholm 12 44 44 6 36

Others 6 50 44 0 16

Professionals

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 

 
 
Comments on statements (2) and (7): 
 

‘The architect is extremely important both for 
floor plans and the external design.’ – PS 

‘The architects do not always see the apartments 
from the view of the end users.’ – PS 

‘There are too many bad examples of the last case, 
where technicians and economists have played 
architect.’ – PS 

‘Some architects are more interested in the 
facades, but no one draws bad floor plans on 
purpose.’ – PS 

‘The interior of a building should include 
architectural values in order for the building to 
become a good product, from the overall point of 
view.’ – AS 

‘Internal and external design cannot be solved 
separately.’ – AS 

 
 
How well visions and goals differ or are shared among project members affects factors 
such as customer value, costs and lead times as well as the commitment to the work (of 
project members).  
 
A majority of the actors consider that making the architect a part of the project group has a 
positive effect on customer values, costs and lead times (tables 6.38 and 6.39). The 
architects believe so to a greater extent than project managers and sellers. Actors in 
Stockholm consider this as more important than actors in the other regions for achieving 
positive effects on customer values (table 6.38). Actors in other regions consider making 
the architect a part of the project group as more important than those in Stockholm for 
achieving positive effects on costs and lead times (table 6.39). Many sellers are of no 
opinion considering positive effects on costs and lead times, as can be seen in table 6.39. 
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96% of the actors consider that discussions and anchoring of the project’s visions, goals 
and activity plans within the project group have a positive effect on the commitment to the 
work (table 6.40). In a majority of the groups, all of the respondents totally agree that a 
project leader who clearly mediates and discusses the visions, goals and activity plans 
within the project group, gets project members more committed to the work. Among the 
architects in other regions and the sellers in Stockholm, 25% and 8% respectively agree 
partly.  
 
Table 6.38 – Statement to professionals: ‘If the architect is fully involved in the project group, 
so that she/he participates in the individual project’s visions and objectives, higher customer 
values are achieved.’ (3) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of Total # of Prof.

PS 65 35 0 0 17
PO 38 63 0 0 8
AS 86 14 0 0 7
AO 75 25 0 0 4
SS 83 17 0 0 12
SO 50 50 0 0 4

Total 67 33 0 0 52
Stockholm 75 25 0 0 36

Others 50 50 0 0 16

Professionals

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 

 
 
Table 6.39 – Statement to professionals: ‘If the architect is made a part of the project group, 
so that they participate in the individual project’s visions and objectives, lower costs and 
shorter lead times are achieved.’ (4) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of Total # of Prof.

PS 41 47 12 0 17
PO 57 14 29 13 8
AS 86 14 0 0 7
AO 75 25 0 0 4
SS 71 14 14 42 12
SO 50 50 0 50 4

Total 59 30 11 15 52
Stockholm 58 32 10 14 36

Others 62 23 15 19 16

Professionals

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 
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Table 6.40 – Statement to professionals: ‘A project leader, who positively and clearly 
mediates and discusses the visions, objectives and activity plans within the project group 
obtains more committed project members.’ (5) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of Total # of Prof.

PS 100 0 0 0 17
PO 100 0 0 13 8
AS 100 0 0 0 7
AO 75 25 0 0 4
SS 92 8 0 0 12
SO 100 0 0 0 4

Total 96 4 0 2 52
Stockholm 97 3 0 0 36

Others 93 7 0 6 16

Professionals

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm, PO - Project managers in other regions, 
AS – Architects in Stockholm, AO - Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 

 
 
Comments on statements (3) – (5): 
 

‘It should be a stated central requirement to 
clearly mediate and discuss the visions, objectives 
and activity plans within the project group.’ –PO 
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As can be seen in table 6.41, a majority believe that contracting professional architects is 
the most important issue when creating attractive housing. The architects seem to be of that 
opinion to a greater extent than project managers and sellers, while there is no major 
difference between the opinions in Stockholm and those in other regions. 
 
 
Table 6.41 – Statement to professionals: ‘The most important factor in creating attractive 
housing is to contract professional architects.’ (6) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of Total # of Prof.

PS 18 76 6 0 17
PO 25 63 13 0 8
AS 86 14 0 0 7
AO 75 25 0 0 4
SS 0 83 17 0 12
SO 0 75 25 0 4

Total 27 63 10 0 52
Stockholm 25 67 8 0 36

Others 31 56 13 0 16

Professionals

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 
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A majority of the respondents seem to consider that the architects need to be steered to 
some extent, while none of the architects consider this to be true (table 6.42). There seems 
to be no major difference in opinions between Stockholm and other regions.  
 
 
Table 6.42 – Statement to professionals: ‘Architects must be heavily steered.’ (8) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of Total # of Prof.

PS 24 76 0 0 17
PO 38 63 0 0 8
AS 0 0 100 0 7
AO 0 0 100 25 4
SS 30 50 20 17 12
SO 25 50 25 0 4

Total 22 51 27 6 52
Stockholm 21 53 26 6 36

Others 27 47 27 6 16

Professionals

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 

 
Comments on statement (8): 
 

‘Team work is the objective, where we design a 
common project with beauty, desirability, function, 
and high technological building quality – rational 
and effective according to production.’ – AS 

‘Are you joking?’ – AO 
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As can be seen in table 6.43, a majority consider that the architect should improve his/her 
ability to work creatively within given economical and technical frameworks. There is no 
major difference between the professions. There seem to be no major difference in 
opinions between Stockholm and other regions. 
 
 
Table 6.43 – Statement to professionals: ‘The architect should improve his/her ability to work 
creatively within given economic and technical frameworks.’ (9) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of Total # of Prof.

PS 59 35 6 0 17
PO 50 50 0 0 8
AS 50 50 0 14 7
AO 25 75 0 0 4
SS 50 38 13 33 12
SO 75 25 0 0 4

Total 53 43 4 10 52
Stockholm 55 39 6 14 36

Others 50 50 0 0 16

Professionals

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 

 
 
The respondents mainly consider that the role of the architect is to defend architectural 
values and the whole within the frame of the project’s programme (table 6.44). The 
architects seem to believe this to a greater extent than the others. Actors in Stockholm 
seem to be of that opinion to a slightly greater extent than the actors in other regions. 25% 
of the sellers are of no opinion. 
 
As can be seen in table 6.45, the majority of the actors do not consider that the role of the 
architect is to see that short-term interests or profit do not dominate. Project managers and 
sellers are of this opinion to a greater extent than the architects. A majority of the architects 
seem to consider this to be their role to some extent (a majority agrees partly in table 6.45). 
Actors in other regions disagree to this statement to a greater extent than those in 
Stockholm. Many sellers are of no opinion. 
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Table 6.44 – Statement to professionals: ‘The role of the architect is to defend the 
architectural values and the whole within the framework of the project’s programme.’ (10) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of Total # of Prof.

PS 47 47 6 0 17
PO 25 50 25 0 8
AS 71 29 0 0 7
AO 75 25 0 0 4
SS 56 33 11 25 12
SO 33 67 0 25 4

Total 50 42 8 8 52
Stockholm 55 39 6 8 36

Others 40 47 13 6 16

Professionals

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 

 
 
Table 6.45 – Statement to professionals: ‘The role of the architect is to see to that short-term 
interests of profit do not dominate.’ (11) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of Total # of Prof.

PS 0 29 71 0 17
PO 0 13 88 0 8
AS 0 83 17 14 7
AO 25 50 25 0 4
SS 9 36 55 8 12
SO 0 50 50 50 4

Total 4 38 58 8 52
Stockholm 3 41 56 6 36

Others 7 29 64 13 16

Professionals

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 
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Comments on statement (10) and (11): 
 

‘The role of the architect, together with JM, is to 
create attractive housing, not to defend anything.’ 
– PO 

‘The role of the architect is, on the basis of the  
framework given by us, to make proposals which 
are both optimal according the customers’ taste 
and willingness to pay and our demands for a 
reasonable profit.’ – PO 

‘The architect does not have expertise in 
concluding costs in either the short or long term. 
That is considered by the project management, 
with the best interests of JM and of the housing  
co-operative in view.’ – PO 

‘Defend is the wrong word. A better phrase is “be 
responsible for’, and that means to be very clear 
when it is eroded.’ – PS 

 
 
The actors seem to believe that the role of the project management is to defend the wishes 
and needs of customers to some extent, and that these aims are in contrast to the architect’s 
striving to build monuments (table 6.46). Project managers and sellers seem to be of that 
opinion to a greater extent than the architects (a majority of the architects disagree in table 
6.46). There is no major difference between actors in Stockholm and those in other 
regions. 
 
 
Table 6.46 – Statement to professionals: ‘The role of the project management is to defend the 
wishes and needs of the customer group, whose aims are in contrast with the architect’s 
striving to build monuments.’ (12) 
 
 

 

a b c d
Agree 
totally

Agree 
partly

Disagree No opinion Total

% of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of a+b+c % of Total # of Prof.

PS 25 63 13 6 17
PO 38 25 38 0 8
AS 14 29 57 0 7
AO 33 0 67 25 4
SS 36 36 27 8 12
SO 50 50 0 0 4

Total 31 41 29 6 52
Stockholm 26 47 26 6 36

Others 40 27 33 6 16

Professionals

 
 

PS – Project managers in Stockholm PO – Project managers in other regions 
AS – Architects in Stockholm AO – Architects in other regions 
SS – Sellers and interior sellers in Stockholm SO – Sellers and interior sellers in other regions 
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Comments on statement (12): 
 

‘We shall not be defensive. We will, together with 
the architect, meet the wishes and needs of 
customers.’ – PO 

‘We try to contract architects and consultants with 
a feeling for the effective production of housing, it 
therefore does not have to be a defensive role if we 
speak in the same terms.’ – PO 

‘Customer values should govern.’ – PS ‘A mentality of wanting to create monuments also 
exists among project managers.’ – PS 

‘If that is the case, the wrong architect has been 
contracted.’ – PS 

‘Not all architects not want to create monuments.’ 
– PS 

‘You draw a picture where the different groups 
oppose and defend their territory, which is 
unknown from our projects. They have always 
been based upon a common responsibility all the 
groups involved. That has lead to, as I understand, 
attractive, modern housing, easy to sell and with a 
high value on the secondary market.’ – AS 

‘Architects designing housing very seldom strive 
to create monuments. The satisfaction lies in the 
creation of well functioning and a beautiful 
product where people can live happily But even 
what is beautiful gives human beings an extra 
dimension of quality in their everyday life.’ – AS 
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7. Analysis and conclusions 
 

7.1  Introduction 

This section concludes by returning to the research questions as well as to the questions for 
the main study. 
 
The aim of the thesis is: 

To improve knowledge of the impact of central control in the design process. 
 
The research question is: 

– What is the impact of increased central control? 
 
The main question for the interviews was: 

– How are four different design objects handled in the design process?  
 
The main question for the survey was: 

– What are the general attitudes to central, project and customer control? 
 
 

7.2  Main results 

7.2.1  Has central control increased? 

A general conclusion that can be drawn is that, in the studied company, the work towards 
more industrialised processes by more structuring and standardising concerning design has 
had an effect on the design work carried out in the project groups. There are both positive 
and negative aspects, as can be seen in 7.2.2. The results show that the actors consider that 
central control has increased during the last five years. According to the ‘triangles’ in the 
survey it is interesting to note that all of the respondents wish to decrease the current level 
of central control, while increasing customer control (table 6.29). Even though the actors 
seem to agree here, a general conclusion is that, in spite of the increase in central control, 
there are variations in the answers. These variations are mainly to be found between 
different actors, but there are also regional differences, as can be seen in Chapters 5 and 6 
and later in this section. For example, actors in other regions seem to be less supportive of 
central control, but they do not seem to consider that it has increased as much (during the 
last five years) as the actors in Stockholm.  
 
Improving the participation of employees in central control through company- specific 
education (based upon information in the company) could be a way to achieve a more 
positive attitude towards central control.  This can further be considered as a way for the 
management to manage different actors’ demands through good communication, which is 
put forward as important by Olander and Landin (2005), for example. 
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7.2.2  Positive and negative aspects of central control 

Based upon the results the following can be said: 
 
No one completely argued against central control, but many expressed the necessity for it 
not to increase to a higher level than today, in order for individuals not to lose their 
commitment to the work. The respondents also point to the importance of coordinating 
central directives concerning the design work. 
 
The main study points to the necessity that the directives concerning housing design 
change over time. ‘Directives’ here mainly mean those determined at a central level within 
the company. In the study the respondents mainly referred to the instructions for design 
and the structured processes for buying inputs. 
 
According to some of the results, central control is a support structure that facilitates the 
design work. More time can be spent on the main issues (matters more directly connected 
to customer values) according to these actors.  
 
As can be seen from the results there is a risk that individuals lose their commitment to the 
work when increasing central control.  
 
According to the results, central control makes it more difficult to adapt housing projects 
locally. It is harder to make the project unique, which can have a negative impact on 
customer values23.  
 
In the survey the results point out that the actors consider that a project leader who 
formulates and discusses visions, goals and activity plans within the project group gets 
more committed project members. 
 
Actors have difficulties in seeing the need for central control when: 

– It leads to higher costs in the project, for example through longer lead times at the 
site.  

– It does not seem to be adapted to the local market. This was expressed as though ‘A 
problem in Stockholm does not need to be a problem in Gothenburg.’ 

– In the view of the actors, it does not seem to be based on facts or experience. 
 
My interpretation is that central control should be well rooted among the employees and 
updated systematically, based on facts and experience from the organisation. Possible ways 
to avoid individuals losing their commitment to the work when increasing central control is 
through good communication between management and those actors being affected by 
central control, for example, as described above and in section 7.3.3. That local adaptation 
seems to be needed points up the importance of providing possibilities for variations, 
adaptations for a specific project. This is further discussed in section 7.3.3. 
 
Central control can further be considered as a way to package knowledge (building 
structural capital) and to make this knowledge accessible to a larger number of individuals. 
This can be understood as though the design process reaches a higher transparency which 
facilitates communication and further improvements.  
 
                                                 
23 This was especially put forward by the architects. 
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My interpretation of the results is also that organisational matters such as management and 
leadership play a very important role for the effectiveness of the work in the project groups 
and therefore have an indirect effect on aspects such as quality/customer values, costs and 
lead times. Good management and leadership cannot be replaced by central control.  
 
 

7.2.3  Different actors and their opinions 

The results show that the actors have a traditional view of the different phases in the design 
process (programme, system documents and then more detailed drawings), compared to a 
more holistic view of the processes divided into an innovation process and a production 
process.  
 
The answers agree about what central control looks like today within the studied company, 
but there were large variations in the type of answers from the interviews. Some answered 
in specific terms while others answered in more general terms. 

When analyzing the opinions of the different actors the project managers seem to be the 
most satisfied with the current situation. The architects, on the other hand, seem to be the 
least satisfied with the current situation, while the sellers seem to be less satisfied with the 
current situation compared to project managers, but more satisfied than the architects. The 
sellers are, in general, the least included in the process, but there are variations.  
 
The results indicate that different professional groups (project managers, architects and 
sellers) pull in somewhat different directions. Between the architect and the sellers the 
difference concerning influence in the process is almost directly opposed (results from 
‘triangles’). It seems as though they both want to have more influence in the process, and 
do not want the influence of the other to increase. The attitudes of the architects stand out 
according to both interviews and the survey. They seem to be least satisfied with the 
situation today compared to project managers and sellers. The project managers seem to be 
the most satisfied. A possible interpretation of this is that this can be considered as a 
normal situation, since the study concerns central control in one company while the 
architects are hired from separate companies. The situation can also be considered as 
normal concerning the project managers’ generally ‘positive’ attitude. They have probably 
been included in the development of central control to a higher extent (than sellers and 
architects) and are therefore more involved in it. As project managers they have naturally a 
higher impact, through this post, on design decisions and general matters in the company 
than do architects and sellers, and this can also be seen as a reason for why they are more 
positive. 
 
All of the respondents see customer values as important, but have somewhat different 
views about how the design process should be carried out in order to reach high customer 
values (see also section 7.3.2). 
 
 

7.2.4  Are there any regional differences? 

The results indicate that there are differences between Stockholm and the other regions 
(Gothenburg, Malmö, Linköping and Uppsala). The actors in Stockholm are generally 
more positive to the situation/central control today than the others. Concerning the 
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professional groups the project managers in Stockholm seems to be more positive to 
central control than the project managers in other regions.  
 
When designing, actors in other regions seem to consider customer values first and then 
costs, to a higher extent than those in Stockholm (based on interviews). Actors in other 
regions seem to generally have a more positive attitude towards the customer and the 
fulfilment of their needs than those in Stockholm. Arguments that one should never let the 
reduction of cost have a negative impact on customer values are put forward. They defend, 
for example, design choices such as large balconies, H-windows24 and expensive shower 
walls with the argument that customer value is higher than the costs. Comments that 
reducing costs impede on customer values are put forward in Stockholm in some cases, 
according to interviews. The importance of guiding the customer during the process is 
generally put forward by the respondents. 
 

7.2.5  Differences according to four design objects 

According to the results the attitudes concerning the current and desired situation for the 
design objects in the interviews (windows, floor plans, bathrooms and basic structure) 
vary. Answers for the design objects are summarized in the section below. The design 
object which the professional group (listed at the left) considered to have the highest 
current level of central control is mentioned first, while that with the lowest percentage of 
current central control is mentioned last. The mean value of the current and desired 
position is within parenthesis (referring to the ‘triangles’). 
 
Project managers: 1. structure (42%, 40%), 2. windows (30%, 31%), 3. floor plans (22%, 
22%) and 4. bathrooms (21%, 21%). 
 
Architects: 1. basic structure (43%, 29%), 2. windows (45%, 15%), 3. bathrooms (29%, 
21%) and 4. floor plans (13%, 12%). 
 
Sellers: 1. windows (40%, 34%), 2. basic structure (33%, 23%), 3. bathrooms (26%, 19%) 
and 3. floor plans (24%, 22%). Bathrooms and floor plans can be considered as being at 
the same level. 
 
According to the actors, basic structure and windows are the design questions connected to 
the highest level of current central control, while bathrooms and floor plans are at the 
lowest level of current central control. It seems as though the actors are most satisfied with 
the current, relatively low, level of central control concerning floor plans. This is 
interesting to note since floor plans includes many subjective values (light, view etc). 
Those are values that are not specifically included in central control in the company 
studied. According to Chapter 3 (section 3.1.3), those subjective values (subjective 
qualities) are better handled through dialogue. Creating alternative solutions, for the 
project group (or the customer), could be a possible way of improving the design work 
concerning design objects connected to subjective qualities. 
 

                                                 
24 A type of window which can be opened without moving items from the window table. 
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7.3  Lessons for the industry 

 

7.3.1  General lessons  

As can be seen in the analysis of the results there are both positive and negative aspects 
connected to the current level of central control implemented within the studied company. 
What is there to learn for industry in order to benefit from the positive aspects and avoid 
the negative? 
 
A well-known aspect is that individuals who feel involved with a matter have a more 
positive attitude towards that matter. According to this, a natural next step in the direction 
towards a more structured and systematic way for design could be to improve the 
involvement of individuals in development towards more industrialised processes. This 
could consist of better information and education, as mentioned above. This development 
towards a more industrialised process concerning design could be to adopt a more holistic 
approach towards the design process, where elucidating different aspects of quality could 
be a part. This is further discussed in the following sections.  
 
Economic, technical and aesthetic expertise seems to be important for the project groups as 
well as for the work at central level for the creation of attractive housing that is also 
profitable for the company. Economic and technical expertise is well-represented at central 
level. Would a better representation of aesthetic values at central level lead to higher 
customer values? 
 

7.3.2  Quality and customer values 

In this work quality is strictly connected to high customer value and is used in the 
following definitions: 
 
‘The degree to which a set of inherent characteristics fulfils requirements.’ (ISO 
9000:2005) 
 
‘All the characteristics of an object, taken together, or a phenomenon which are able to 
satisfy expressed and unexpressed needs.’ (JM 2006a) 
 
Quality is better achieved when the customer is satisfied with the technical functionality 
and the emotional experience of the housing is reached or surpassed or when measurable 
and non-measurable qualities are the expected (or better than expected). 
 
Concerning quality in the study, different individuals argue differently how high/right 
quality in a housing project (right customer values) can be achieved. 
 
Project managers and sellers in general, although there are exceptions, especially among 
the project managers, have a tendency to look at practical needs and product attributes to 
meet individually different customer needs, for example by choosing a window that is easy 
to maintain and clean, or specific solutions (e.g. a clothes cupboard) when referring to 
customer values. One possible reason for this could be that more specific customer values 
are easier to illustrate and delimit. The need to adapt a housing project for defined project 
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groups/segments when designing is also put forward. At its extreme there could be a risk 
that the project becomes ‘too practical’ and too adapted to the current consumers, with a 
possible loss of long-term quality. 
 
Quality can also be referred to in a wider sense where aesthetics could be seen as part of 
quality (Lundequist, 2000). Having a long-term view and considering the housing project 
‘as a whole’ is underlined and seen as important for delivering high customer values in the 
long term. This is mainly put forward by the architects in the study, who claim this to be 
very important for non-measurable qualities/customer values. At its extreme, practical 
experience has shown that there is a risk that the housing project becomes ‘nicer than 
practical’. The risk is, for example, that the floor planning does not suit the customers and 
there is too much emphasis on a nice façade. 
 
In order to find a basis for improvements, this indicates the importance of evaluating 
earlier building projects in order to find out factors important for long-term quality and 
what conflicts there might be in the process. One important part of this could be to 
elucidate different aspects of quality, as for example based upon the figure below.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.1 – Different aspects of quality 
 
 
Another possibility for elucidating different aspects of quality could be to specify them 
according to the product’s relationship to the customer: 

– Purely technical (no emotional effect as long as it ‘works’ as expected, e.g. 
structure). 

– Emotional (right emotional effect as long as it looks as expected, e.g colour, 
wallpaper, etc). 

– Technical and emotional (has a technical function and an emotional effect, e.g. 
windows, view, light, floor plans) 

 

Quality

1. Objective 2. Subjective 3. Based on values

Measurable Non-measurable

Dialogue Discussions  
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7.3.3  Innovation and production process  

According to figure 3.1, an opportunity to continue the ‘industrialisation’ of the processes 
in the studied company could be to introduce a more holistic view of the design process by 
considering it as a part of product realisation process. A first step has already been taken in 
this direction, but it is not expressed in these terms. Development towards a more 
structured and standardised design process through increased central control could be 
considered as taking place in the innovation process (see Chapter 3, section 3.1.1). 
 
There would probably be possibilities for improvements if the development work was 
more clearly separated into matters handled in the innovation process (not connected to a 
specific ‘order’) and matters handled in the production process (connected to a specific 
‘order’). A natural step would then probably be to connect central control to the innovation 
process, controlled by the development department under the control of central 
management. Thinking in terms of platforms, according to the work of Claesson (2006), 
would then be possible for the innovation process (see Chapter 3, section 3.1.3). As 
described in section 3.4, a parallel could be drawn between the ‘triangle’ and figure 3.1 
where the innovation process is controlled by central control and the production process is 
more controlled by the project group, but developed by central control. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.2 – The ‘triangle’ 
 
 
The main question could then be stated as: What is the optimal balance between the 
innovation process and the production process for the types of housing projects developed 
by the studied company? Is there an optimal balance? 
 
As described in theory, the production process starts with an order. There are mainly two 
groups of decisions that are handled in the production process. These are centrally defined 
decisions (often connected to specific technical solutions) and decisions where there are 
alternatives. The alternatives are specified centrally and refer to the need for ‘local’ 
adaptations of the product, often related to individual adaptation for different customers. 
The alternatives are pre-designed in order for the work to be carried out as effectively as 
possible. The choice of the appropriate alternative is made for each order (matters specific 
for the housing project or matters specific for a customer/buyer). 

Strong 
central control

Strong 
customer control

Strong 
project control
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According to the main study, local adaptation of a housing project is harder today because 
of central control. One possibility for improvement is to define a broader set of alternative 
solutions for varied customer needs as well as for different types of housing projects. This 
should be based on a more in-depth analysis of quality and long-term customer 
satisfaction, as described above.  
 
It seems as though the level of standardisation in design solutions (matters decided in the 
innovation process) should be higher for objective qualities concerning technical 
functionality than for subjective qualities as well as for value-based qualities. One way of 
describing the relationship, taken from a study about the car industry, is the work of 
Claesson (2006) – see figure 3.4.  What he calls the variable influence factors should 
however be separated from technical functionality requirements (measurable qualities) and 
tastes etc (non-measurable qualities) when adapted to housing.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 7.3 – The product’s relationship to the customer in a ‘platform’ for central control 
of product design 
 
Another way to improve the current Instructions for design could be to relate the specific 
Instructions for design to various functional requirements (connected to various kinds of 
qualities) and constraints and proposals for solutions to be used as a result of an analysis 
according to Axiomatic Design. 
 
 

1. Technical 2. Technical and emotional 3. Emotional

The product’s
relationship to 
the customer:

Specified solutions 
completely under 
central control.

In the ‘platform’ :
Specified alternatives (under central 
control) or no alternatives, aspects
decided by the project groups
including the architects and the 
sellers (dialogue, discussions) and 
dialogues with individual customers.  
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7.4  Contributions 

The main general contribution concerns the basis for discussions concerning how the main 
actors are influenced when a firm increases its central control. 
 
The work shows that there are differences in attitudes among actors and that those 
differences can be related to different roles as well as to geographical differences. 
 
The work shows that a ‘triangle’ could be used for measuring and comparing different 
actors’ attitudes towards an increase in central control. 
 
The work further shows that analyzing the different aspects of quality could be a first step 
in developing a more holistic view of the design process. 
 
The contribution therefore also concerns the basis for further developments of the design 
process for housing, with reference to findings and theory.  
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Intervjuguide 
 
 
 

 
Bild ”Processbild” i vilken den intervjuade får pricka in hela projektet och 
frågorna/aspekterna.  
 

Allmänt 
1) Hur förhåller sig det här projektet till den här processbilden? 

a) Tider för de olika skedena 
b) Detaljplaneskedet 
c) När/hur arkitekten anlitades och deltog 

 
2) ”USPAR” 

a) Vad är det som utmärker det här projektet (”eyecatcher”/”USPAR”)?  
b) När kom de in i förhållande till processbilden? 
 

3) Kundgrupp 
a) Vilken är kundgruppen? 
b) När bestämdes den? 

 
4) Hur stora är bostäderna? (referera till lägenhetsfördelningen) 
 

 
 

Program-
skede

System-
skede

Bygghandlings-
skede

Byggande Inflyttning

Detaljplane-
skede

Förvaltning

Projektering
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Fönster 
1) När valdes fönster i förhållande till processbilden?  

2) Utseende/Storlekar (referera till ritningar)? 
a) Hur valdes detta? 
b) Varför?  
c) Av vem? 

i) Centralt/Projekt/Arkitekt/Kund/Annan? 
d) Fanns olika alternativ? Vilka? 

3) Antal/Placering? 
a) Hur valdes detta? 
b) Varför? 
c) Av vem? 

i) Centralt/Projekt/Arkitekt/Kund/Annan? 
d) Fanns olika alternativ? Vilka? 

4) Hur har ni tagit hänsyn till estetiken vid val av fönster? 

5) Hur har ni tagit hänsyn till att uppnå de ”rätta” kundvärdena vid val av fönster? 

6) Hur har ni tagit hänsyn till att uppnå låga kostnader vid val av fönster? 

7) Den intervjuade få pricka in val av fönster i bilden med de tre ytterlighetsvarianterna 
(central-, projekt-, och kundstyrning). 

8) Den intervjuade få pricka in var han/hon tycker att val av fönster borde ligga. 

 

Badrum 
1) När gjordes projekteringsval beträffande badrum i förhållande till processbilden? 

2) Planlösning 
a) Hur valdes den? 
b) Varför? Finns SPA möjlighet? 
c) Av vem? 

i) Centralt/Projekt/Arkitekt/Kund/Annan? 
d) Fanns olika alternativ? Vilka? 

3) Installationer 
a) Hur valdes de? 
b) Varför? 
c) Av vem? 

i) Centralt/Projektledning/Installationsansvarig/Kund/Annan? 
d) Fanns olika alternativ? Vilka? 

4) Hur har ni tagit hänsyn till estetiken vid val av badrum? 

5) Hur har ni tagit hänsyn till att uppnå de ”rätta” kundvärdena vid val av badrum? 

6) Hur har ni tagit hänsyn till att uppnå låga kostnader vid val av badrum?  

7) Den intervjuade få pricka in val av badrumslösning i bilden med de tre 
ytterlighetsvarianterna. 

8) Den intervjuade få pricka in var han/hon tycker att val av badrumslösning borde ligga. 
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Estetiska/arkitektoniska kvaliteter för bra planlösningar 
1) När bestämdes planlösningarna i förhållande till processbilden? 

2) Vem ansvarade och drev frågorna beträffande estetiska/arkitektoniska kvaliteter för bra 
planlösningar? 
a) Arkitekten 
b) Projektledaren/Projekteringsledaren 
c) Annan 
d) Vet ej 

3) Hur har ni tagit hänsyn till estetiska/arkitektoniska värden vid val av planlösningar?  

4) Hur har ni tagit hänsyn till kundvärden vid val av planlösningar? 

5) Hur har ni tagit hänsyn till kostnader vid val av planlösningar? 

6) Den intervjuade få pricka in val av planlösningar i bilden med de tre 
ytterlighetsvarianterna. 

7) Den intervjuade få pricka in var han/hon tycker att val av planlösningar borde ligga. 
 

Axialitet 

Enligt Nylander (1998) och Ahlstrands arkitekturtermer beskrivs axialitet som: 
”…en tänkt vågrät eller lodrät linje kring vilken byggnader är ordnade efter symmetriska 
principer”. 

Axialiteten kan ses som ett resultat av ljusinfall, stråk och genomblickar. En axel är en 
linje som binder ihop två intressanta punkter t ex två fönster i olika rum i en bostad. 
 

1) Axialitet 
a) Var det här något som diskuterades? 
b) Vem drev frågorna beträffande axialiteten? 

2) ”När man står precis innanför entrédörren ser man ut genom ett fönster.” Nedanstående 
svarsalternativ gäller samtliga påståenden. 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 

3) ”Vid val av fönstrens placering har hänsyn tagits till på vilket sätt ljusinfallen skapar 
axlar i bostaden.” 

4) ”Vid bestämning av planlösningar har hänsyn tagits till väderstrecken genom att ljus 
fås in i bostaden från flera håll.” 

5) ”Från hallen förstår betraktaren var kök och vardagsrum ligger.” 

6) ”Fönster och dörröppningar skapar korsande axlar i kök/vardagsrum.” 

7) ”I bostäderna går det att stå i ett rum och se ut genom fönstret i ett annat.” 

8) ”Vid utformningen av bostaden har vi tänkt på hur människor kommer att röra sig i 
bostaden och hur de därigenom finner hemkänsla.” 
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Stomval  
1) När gjordes stomval i förhållande till processbilden? 

2) Teknisk lösning (relatera till ritningar) 
a) Hur valdes den?  
b) Varför? Prefabriceringsgrad? 
c) Av vem? 

i) Centralt/Projektledning/Konstruktör/Kund/Annan? 
d) Fanns olika alternativ? Vilka? 

3) Hur har ni tagit hänsyn till estetiken vid val av stomsystem? 

4) Hur har ni tagit hänsyn till att uppnå de ”rätta” kundvärdena vid val av stomme? 

5) Hur har ni tagit hänsyn till låga kostnader vid stomval? 

6) Den intervjuade få pricka in stomval i bilden med de tre ytterlighetsvarianterna. 

7) Den intervjuade få pricka in var han/hon tycker att stomval borde ligga. 
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HUR PÅVERKAR STANDARDISERING OCH STRUKTURERING 
PROJEKTERINGEN? - ENKÄT 

Den här enkäten är en del av en attitydundersökning, som genomförs av Ulrika Sohlenius 
under mars och april 2006. Undersökningen är en del av ett licentiatarbete.  

Enkäten är uppdelad i fyra huvudsakliga delar; centralstyrning, projektstyrning, 
kundstyrning och roller, där de tre första delarna förklaras i bilden nedan. Enkäten består 
av påståenden att ta ställning till genom att markera olika svarsalternativ, som följer efter 
varje påstående. Efter varje påstående finns också möjligheten att lämna en skriftlig 
kommentar.  

Dina svar är konfidentiella och kommer inte att spridas utan ditt samtycke. Svaren måste 
lämnas in senast xxdag (2006-0x-xx). Svaren kan antingen ”mailas” eller skickas via post 
till: 

JM AB, Region Stockholm Söder 
Ulrika Sohlenius 
169 82 Stockholm.  

08-782 11 13, ulrika.sohlenius@jm.se 

Tack för din medverkan! 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 ”Tre ytterlighetsvarianter för projekteringsval”.  

Med stark centralstyrning menas att det mesta beslutas centralt genom t ex krav och 
styrdokument, som projektgrupperna (inkl. externa konsulter såsom arkitekten) måste rätta 
sig efter. Inget till litet bestäms i de enskilda projektgrupperna. 

Med stark projektstyrning menas att den centrala styrningen är svag. Mycket bestäms i 
projektgrupperna (inkl. externa konsulter såsom arkitekten). Beslut fattas i stor 
utsträckning baserat på intuition och erfarenheter. Den rätta ”fingertoppskänslan” bedöms 
som viktig. 

Med stark kundstyrning menas att inflytandet av den verkliga kunden eller en företrädare 
för den (t ex säljare eller inredningssäljare) är stort. I stort sett allt bestäms i dialog med 
den verkliga kunden och/eller dess företrädare (säljaren eller inredningssäljaren). 

 
Stark centralstyrning

Stark kundstyrningStark 
projektstyrning
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Allmänt 
Vänligen fyll i nedanstående: 
 
Befattning: 

(t ex arkitekt, konstruktör, produktionschef, projektledare, projekteringsledare, regionchef, 
säljare): 
 

Verksam i: 

(t ex Göteborg, Linköping, Malmö, Stockholm, Uppsala) 
 

Central styrning 
 
1) ”Sett som helhet är centralstyrningen hårdare idag än för fem år sedan.”  

a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 

 
 
2) ”Centralstyrning gör att de bostäder som produceras blir mindre attraktiva.” 

a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 

 
 
3) ”För att kunna möta och bibehålla efterfrågan på JMs bostäder måste de projekteras och 

produceras i en enhetlig process.” 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 

 
 
4) ”För att åstadkomma ”hus att trivas i” till låga kostnader måste sådant som inte kan 

förknippas till direkt kundvärde beslutas utanför projektgrupperna (centralt).” 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 
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5) ”Kvaliteten på marknadsundersökningarna blir bättre om de görs centralt.” 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 

 
 
6) ”Marknadsundersökningarna under senare år har blivit bättre.” 

a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 

 
 
7) ”En centralstyrning som baseras på marknadsanalyser leder till höga kundvärden.” 

a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 

 
 
8) ”Det finns en tendens till att ökad centralstyrning hämmar engagemanget hos 

medarbetarna.” 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 

 
 
9) ”Den centrala styrningen gör att kundvärdena kommer att minska i de bostäder som byggs 

nu.” 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 

 
 
10) ”Skall de ökade kraven på minskade kostnader och kortare ledtider kunna mötas så måste 

centralstyrning i form av centrala krav och stöddokument vara stark.” 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 
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11) ”Bostäder med hög teknisk kvalitet skapas bäst i en process som är centralstyrd.” 

a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 

 
 

Projektstyrning 
 
1) ”Sett som helhet får projektgrupperna bestämma mer idag än för fem år sedan.” 

a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 
 

2) ”Ökad beslutanderätt i projektgrupperna leder till kortare ledtider.” 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 

 
 
3) ”Projektgrupperna arbetar mer likartat idag än för fem år sedan. Då var det större skillnad 

mellan de olika projekten både vad gäller slutprodukt och arbetssätt.” 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 

 
 
4) ”Risken med att projektgrupperna själva beslutar beträffande projekteringsval är att 

erfarenheter som kanske inte passar alla projekt följer med ett projekt till ett annat. Bra 
lösningar i ett projekt blir en dålig i ett kommande projekt.” 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 
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5) ”Vid stark projektstyrning finns risk att dåliga lösningar väljs bara p g a att en person har 
en stark åsikt och kan argumentera för den. Faktabaserade underlag i form av t ex 
marknadsundersökningar saknas.” 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 

 
 
6) ”Eftersom projektledningen bättre känner till den lokala marknaden blir det totalt sett 

lägre kostnader i ett projekt där projekteringsvalen sköts inom projektgruppen.” 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 

 
 
7) ”Valmöjligheterna för projektgrupperna skall vara bara på sådant som är viktigt för 

kunderna och därmed värdeskapande för kunderna.” 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 

 
 
8) ”Det viktigaste för att åstadkomma attraktiva bostäder är att projektgrupperna består av 

engagerade personer. Styrning i form av krav och stöddokument är mindre viktigt.” 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 

 
 
9) ”Den som ges ansvaret för gestaltningen av projektet måste ha en kundgrupp att referera 

till. Det är t ex lättare att referera till barnfamiljen, det äldre paret eller det unga 
karriärsparet än att bara sträva efter att göra ett fint hus.” 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 
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10) ”Bostäder med hög teknisk kvalitet skapas bäst i en process där projektgruppen själv 
hanterar projekteringsvalen.” 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 

 
 

Kundstyrning 
 
1) ”Den verkliga kundens inflytande på utformning och projektering är större idag än för fem 

år sedan.”. 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 
 

 
2) ”Säljarnas (inkl inredningssäljare) inflytande på utformning och projektering är större idag 

än för fem år sedan.” 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 

 
 
3) ”Ökat deltagande av den verkliga kunden under utformning och projektering leder till 

större kundvärden.” 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 

 
 
4) ”Ökat deltagande av säljarnas (inkl inredningssäljare) under utformning och projektering 

leder till större kundvärden.” 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 
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5) ”I strävan att tillfredsställa kunders behov blir resultatet ofta sämre total teknisk kvalitet.” 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 

 
 
6) ”Att låta kunden göra mycket tillval kan leda till sämre teknisk kvalitet då kunden saknar 

många av de kunskaper projekt- och projekteringsledarna har.” 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 

 
 
7) ”Att låta kunden bestämma mycket kan leda till sämre långsiktiga resultat då kunden 

saknar många av de kunskaper en arkitekt har.” 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 

 
 
8) ”För att kunna skapa lösningar för kundernas föränderliga behov måste beslut och val som 

är viktiga för kunderna tas så sent som möjligt i byggprocessen och i direkt dialog med 
dem.” 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 
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Samlad syn på central-, projekt- och kundstyrning 
 

1) Vad anser du vara det nuvarande läget i förhållande till nedanstående bild? Pricka in 
det genom att förlänga pilen från frågan till önskat läge i bilden. 

2) Vad är önskat läge? Pricka in det genom att förlänga pilen från frågan till önskat läge i 
bilden. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Kommentar: 
 
 

Roller 
 
1) ”Arkitektens roll är att finna lösningar på konflikten mellan byggtekniska krav på 

enhetlighet och samordning och på de boendes önskemål om variation och individuell 
anpassning.” 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 

 
 
2) ”Arkitektens kompetens är nödvändig beträffande den utvändiga utformningen. 

Bestämning av planlösningar sköts lika bra utan en arkitekt.” 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 

 
 

Stark centralstyrning

Stark kundstyrningStark 
projektstyrning  
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3) ”Om arkitekten inflätas i projektgruppen, så att de blir delaktiga i det enskilda projektets 
visioner och mål, erhålls större kundvärden.” 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 

 
 
4) ”Om arkitekten inflätas i projektgruppen, så att de blir delaktiga i det enskilda projektets 

visioner och mål, erhålls lägre kostnader och kortare ledtider.” 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 

 
 
5) ”En projektledare som positivt och tydligt förmedlar och diskuterar projektets visioner, 

mål och handlingsplaner inom projektgruppen får mer engagerade projektmedlemmar.” 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 

 
 
6) ”Det viktigaste för att skapa attraktiva bostäder är att anlita duktiga arkitekter.” 

a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 

 
 
7) ”Arkitekterna är framför allt intresserade av att det skall se bra ut utvändigt (snygga 

fasader). Bra planlösningar är det få arkitekter som bryr sig om.” 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 
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8) ”Arkitekter måste styras hårt.” 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 
 
 

9) ”Arkitekten bör bli bättre på att jobba kreativt inom givna ekonomiska och tekniska 
ramar” 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 

 
 
10) ”Arkitektens roll är att försvara bostadsprojektets arkitektoniska värden och helheten inom 

ramen för projektprogrammet.” 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 

 
 
11) ”Arkitektens roll är att se till att inte kortsiktiga vinstintressen får styra.” 

a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 

 
 
12) ”Projektledningens roll är att försvara kundgruppens önskemål och behov, som står i 

motsats till arkitektens strävan att bygga monument.” 
a) Instämmer helt 
b) Instämmer delvis 
c) Instämmer inte alls 
d) Ingen uppfattning 
Kommentar: 

 
 
 
 
 
Tack för din medverkan! 
 
/Ulrika Sohlenius 
 


